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Noisy parties, bright parking
lot lighting and reoccurring calls .
to police are what those who live
in the· area surrounding UCF
abhor. Where are these noisy parties, overwhelming lighting, and
police visits talcing place?
Just ask residents adjacent to
off-campus
student-housing
complexes such as Knight's
Krossing and The Gatherings.
The residents m.et with Orange
County Chairman, Mel Martinez
and County Commissioners on
April 11 to discuss zoning
requirements and housing regulations regarding student housing
as well as a student-housing task
force. The Commission decided
unanimously to set, for the time
being, a four-hundred-foot separation boundary and a maximum
density of 700 units, or bedrooms.
Both of which are to be
reviewed by a task force and revoted on some time in October,
leaving residents in a heated state
until then.
Residents have been lobbying for a vote to prohibit the
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With no recounts or appeals
one would have to wonder if
elections had truly been held.
Electioo.s were in fact held
though, and a winner decided.
The Sprenkle/Kurle/Pen~ ticket
was the presidential election's
winner with. 1,228 votes, or
54.43%,
while
the
Deeb/Dougan/Breneman ticket
surmounted -only 45.57% of the
ballots with their 1,028 votes.-

At the beginning of elec-
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Residents show their anger and frustration regarding student housing expansion in the vicinity of the main campus of UCF. Twenty of the 30 residents that attended the public hearing spoke out about their views on the
impad of students residing so close to residential property.
building of any new student
apartments within a 1,000 foot
boundary of residential neighborhoods. The residents have also
been pushing for a maximum
density of ,800 units per apartment
complex
since
the
Commission's last meeting
regarding the situation held
March 21. ~
The Chairman and his
Commissioners deliberated over

the issue and discussed setting
the separation gap at 250 feet and
the maximum unit per capita at
1,000 units per apartment complex March 21. As far as residents are concerned, this was
unacceptable.
The Commission listened to
the thoughts, pleas, and proposals
of over 20 different residents.
Unfortunately, of those who
chose to speak only"one UCF stu-

Student Union will
uKnight students with
stores, job opportunities
DUSTY MANDOLFO
STAFF WRITER

'l

dent was on hand to discuss his
ideas with the Commission.
"I would support. and agree
with a 500 foot separation as long
as at least 250 feet of that was to
be a natural buffer," UCF student,
Chris Fleagle told Chairman Mel
Martinez.
Many of the residents felt
that the decision to place only

tions week, there were in fact
three parties involved. The thre~
tickets . that were still taking
place 1n the race were the
Sprenkle, Deeb, and Cupicha
parties. But this changed quickly.
While the.re may not have
been any recounts or appeals this
time around, there was in fact
another small occurrence that
affected the outcome of the election. One of the three parties
pulled themselves out of the
election. On the first day of elections, the Cupicha party decided
to withdraw themselves on their

The fall of 2000 will
bring a completely new
look for the Student
Union. Stores will be relocated, expanded, and
made more accessible to
customers. The student
Union currently holds
1,000 events every month
and averages 12,000 every
year. The Union could not
accommodate all the
needs of the events being
held.
The Director of the
Union, Mark Hall, realized the problem and has
created solution to the
problem.
"Because we have so
many events, we have to
turn many people away.
The new Student Union
will bring more people to

a

see the university and
what it has to offer," said
Mark Hall.
One of the new specialties in the mall is
Nectars; a smoothie store
with light foods. The store
is a local operation and
can
be
found
in
Longwood. The other
addition to the Union is
Steak Escape. This will be
placed next to Subway
and the other fast food
chains. In addition to a
new restaurant, there will
be more seating outdoors.
The land will be leveled
behind Subway, where
there will be an area to eat
near the walkways. Next
to the larger Travel
Agency and Knight Wear
will be College Optical.
This will offer customers
glasses, contacts, sunglasses and much more.
A new ballroom will

also be added. The
Pegasus Ballroom is
_11,500 square feet and is
two and half times larger
than any other existing
room on campus. The
room can be divided into
nine individual parts to
accommodate any situation. The back of the
Ballroom has dressing
rooms, bathrooms, a
kitchen, and a new loading dock. The Ballroom
can handle any new technology that needs to be
operated and has a new
sound system installed.
The designers of the
building are Reynolds,
Smith and Hills. The cost
of the building's additions
was $7.7 million. The new
Union is expected to bring
20,000 events to the
Union every year. It will
create job opportunities
and a new look for UCF.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Part of the new wing of the Student Union, the Pegasus
Grand Ballroom, is sched11ed to host it's inaugural event on
Apn130.
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Rape victim speaks about violent crimes, gives hope

PHOIO BY LISA APPLEGATE

The Clotbesline Proied displayed shirts outside of the Student Union that
were made by victims of violent crimes.
LISA APPLEGATE
STAFFWRTER

When someone is v1ctrmized, whether it is rape, mental or
physical abuse, either by someone that was trusted or a random
stranger, the healing process can
be slow and painful. There are
many organizations that have
developed different therapies to
help such a process become easier and to let victims know that
they are not alone.
The
Clothesline Project and Take

Back the Night are two of these
activities put on by Victim
Services last week.
The Clothesline Project was
displayed by Victim Services on
campus April 12. Students could
read the powerful statements on
the shirts and were encouraged to
make shirts of their own with
materials provided for them. This
plight for community awareness
started as just 30 shirts hung in
Massachusetts in 1990. This
project has since spread to communities worldwide to get the

message out about stopping brutality. The shirts are made by
survivors of violent crime and
also by people who knew victims
that wanted to pay them tribute.
The shirts are color-coded to
represent different types of
crime. For example, a white shirt
signifies women who were killed
just because they were women
and red, pink, and orange stands
for victims of sexual assault and
rape. These pieces of healing
artwork hang side by side at
events that are meant to educate
people about violent crimes
against women.
"Take Back the Night is an
international event with marches
and rallies occurring around the
world since 1976," Victim
Services' Nancy Eastman said
about the event.
It began at the Student
Union where rape survivor Kellie
Greene gave a powerful talk
about her experience and her survival. The night itself seemed to
echo the somber mood of the
attentive crowd with its dark
clouds and rainy drizzle. After
her intense recollection of the
actual event, she spoke about her
healing process which included
getting involved in RAINN
(Rape And Incest National
Network) and becoming an advo-

cate for victim's rights.
"[A woman's] poor judgement is not a crime. Rape is a
crime and you need to tell someone if it has happened to you,"
said Kellie Greene about revealing the assault to start the healing
process.
After the speech came to a
close, the audience, Ms. Greene
and the members of Victim
Services started their two-mile
march around campus to promote community awareness:
Upon returning to the Student
Union, victims were given a

chance to share their stories with
everyone. The candlelight vigil
that was supposed to happen following the ceremony had to be
canceled because of the rain.
Instead, there was an emotional
moment of silence to reflect on
the message of the night.
Both of these activities
proved to be very successful in
spreading awareness of a tragic
subject. Kellie Greene along with
Victim Services work hard -to
make the community safer for
women.

PHOfO BY LISA APPLEGATE

This shirt hung on the line to signify a victim's pain, healing and hope.
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Housing on campus to be increased by 2002
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This site is the future home of 1,600 knights, new dorms will occupy land
on the current soccer pradice field, behind the· sohball field on Libra Drive.
JENNIFER PLANTE
STAFF WRITER

By fall semester 2002, 1,600
more students will be housed on
the main UCF campus.
Ground breaking on this $64
million student residence village
took place on April 11. This is the
largest construction project ever
launche4 by UCF. The first 800
beds should be completed by the
fall 2001 term.
The village concept is different from the other on-campus residence styles. There will be a

change this and would like to see
more upperclassmen and graduate students living on-campus
eventually.
Chrissy White, a junior
maJonng in advertising/public
relations, said that living on-campus was a positive experience.
"Living on-campus offers students a great opportunity to meet
people and to get involved," she
said. "It also gives students a
stronger sense of pride in their
school."
When the village is completed, it will raise the percentage of
students living in on-campus
housing residence halls and
Greek houses to about 15%.
Since 1993, the number of beds
has risen 101% at UCF, compared to a main campus growth of
26%.

.iD,J~ks:
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Amber, a sophomore majorcombination of dormitory and
apartment housing styles within ing in communicative disorders
the halls. The halls will range in who lives on campus, said with
height from one to four stories all ~f the new places to live goin_g
and will be arranged in clusters. up 1~ an.d aroun~ UCF, the ~m
Recreational and retail facilities - vers1ty is defimtely becommg
will be located within the village more residential ea~h year. "'W_ith
as well. The village will be locat- al~ the. new beds bemg add:d, it
ed on the current soccer practice will give a ~tter opportum~~ for
field behind. the softball field on students to live on-campus, she
said. "I donrt know if it will comLibra Drive.
pletely
change the way people
Currently, UCF's housing
view
UCF
immediately, but it
department receives many more
will
defiantly
be a major step in
applications for housing than
that
direction
towards
being more
there are spaces. UCF hopes to
residential."
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Open mic reading comes to aclose
DIANA MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

captured the audience's attention.
April Johnson recited three
poems: 11If You Dare," "Night,"
and "No One."
Kristie Daday came up to tb,e
mic, and recited two poems. Her
first was entitled. uSchool" and
· was about how teathets were
drones that had 'their students
under their control. Her second

Circle· Kachievements

solos jn' the song that b_rought
about rounds of applause.
Jamie Sustain was the next
artist. Her two songs, "I Like to
Get1 Hjgh or Pasteurized Cheese
Foo<L 1'· and "She Don't Co.me
Around,'1 were both played.,® the
guitar~' with her sec6nl ' song
playoo as sne sang. Aiex Katsaros
oaO:le up to the tnic after Sustain.
He recited a poem about a love
inf~tuatian before continuing on
by playing on. the piano a beauti-

As part of the end of their
program, the Campus Activities
Board's Cultural Arts committee
hosted their final Thursday KnigJit
Jive of. the semester on April f3.
Thursday Knight Jive is the open
mic poetry reading session tliat
CAB has been hosting for the past was called "Journey." This poem
two years.
was about the journey from life to
TKJ took place in the Student death, with a candle symbolizing
ful song that he played for his sisUnion's Charlotte Harbor, and was life.
hosted by the poetry reading's ,,
Kiran Mehde~
next dur- ' ter's wedding.
popular and favorite band, Grape ing this poetry reading. Her two
Gracing the mic after several
Koolaid.
poems were called "Itch" and other artists was Thursday Knight
Grape Koolaid began th~ jive "Bringer of Light.''
Jive's favorite poet, Keturah
Grape Koolaid's bass player, Bailey, or "Queenbeat." Bailey
with a song entitled "Blue Monk"
as people began arriving. After the recited two poems.to the audience. recited one poem that during this
song, piano player Harrison Light Blackburn acknowledged that his last jive that she wrote with her
introduced his fellow band mem- poems were "a little dark." His friend, "Dab Taskmaster." Grape
bers: Ben Blackbum on bass, first was a tribute to Steven King, Koolaid accompanied this · talent~
Doug Narry on drums, and Phillip about how death can bring t'wo · ed artist as she spoke to the audiMartin on saxophone. After the people closer together. His second ence. 'Bruley also introduced her
introductions and several com- poem was entitled '"Lamentation friend: "Songbird," who blew
ments, Grape Koolaid played one #72." Blackbum mentioned that away tl)e audience with her beau- .
more tune before calling up tl!e he inten,ded to w,tj,Je 1-7J, s.ome- tiftil v<lice as she sang with 'Grape
jive's fi~S.tpl)et. .
..
,, ? ~e soqn~ but
~~s "'!h~t he K~olai~. .",. ,,,
. ".,'.;' ,,1 fj
Man Bonet Was the JIVe's mst11 "had then. · .. ,~ii' "'t!~f,, , .· ·. . . ., tpe.(;ulturalArts committee
poet. She commented on ho~ she .
Douglas Walk~r .,~howed his .is stilf"deoating whether or'\ot tc}
was . graduatittg this semester, talent after BlackbU,rn 'by playing hostaJKf·poetry reading over the
which brought on a round of:' a song on his guita;t that he had sumtri'fr terms. · This conlln1ttee
applause. Tµe firstpoem she recit- . fa written earlier .t hat day, and play- wmtldlike to know if tJCF wants
e<l at. the mfo was called l'Blue ing a . song on the piano.
Thursday' Knight Jive to contfuµe
Jazz/ and h~.,second poem w~s · . . .. Orape ;ool~~;, ~Jill~tlto th~ ·00;,9v~ithe sumrUer. to giv~.innm~
about"flying. }'.t1hich $he h~t~s 1~Q .,.,\stdge,:. aua ptay.~i:aii.~i!e ~av6.rlte: callt tll~ GAB/OS A( at t1Q~;8Z.~~·1
do.
•tcanta!oup~;; i~tand." 6411 ··o~ stop,• by the office ,,~t su·,
The second poet at the mlc . ,Martin.. Blackbtim•aud,Narry .had 215.
. w'.

was

#'it
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The club strongly represented UCF by receiving
seven awards. Notably, the
club won two first place
awards for the club scrapbook
and the club newsletter, and
two second place awards for
the outstanding treasurer and
single service project (for the
UCF Teddy Bear Drive).
Every year the club holds
the UCF Teddy Bear drive.
Last December Circle K collected over 2,000 stuffed animals for local charities.
Senior Jeannette Victoria
received the highest honor in
Circle K: a George F. Hixson
award. To get ·a "Hixson" one
must have $1,000 donated in
his or her name to eliminate
Iodine Deficiency Disorders.
The convention took
place at the Oceanside
Doubletree hotel at Cocoa
Beach on March 17-19.
Governor Jeremy Riehl
said, "We work hard all year
round, and we're not slowing
down for the end of the year."
The
club
meets
Wednesday nights in Srudent
Union Room 313. All students are welcome to attend.

MAGGIE GUNTHER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

UCF Circle K made a big
splash at their state convention, electing a Governor and
two other state officers, and
earning seven awards.
Circle K International is
the world's largest volunteer
service club, the college
equivalent to Kiwanis or Key
Club. UCF's chapter has been
very busy this year.
At the convention Fl01ida
Circle K members elected
their new state officers. UCF
now makes up more of the
state board of officers than
any Florida college. The
newly elected Governor is
Jeremy Riehl, a graduate student who works at Lockheed
Martin. Riehl has been in
Circle K for seven years and
was the club's president this
year.
The other two state officers are District Editor
Maggie Gunther, a 19-yearold journalism major, and
Lieutenant Governor Nicole
Quintero, a R.A.
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Residents propose plan to lengthen
distance between complexes

•
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400 feet of separation between
student housing and residential or
family housing was simply not
enough.
The Commission felt that
such large rest:J.ictions as 1,000
feet or even 500 feet though
would be much too confining, and
would not allow
for any further expansion of o:ffcarnpus student-housing.
"We have a problem here
with no perfect solution," said
County Chairman, Mel Martinez.
"We need at least a 1,000 separation, minimum," said Susan
Eberle, a resident of River Walk, a
development
near
Knight's
Krossing. "While this is better
than the 250 foot separation gap, it
is still not enough."
A task force was put together
originally in order to get
suggestions, ideas, and observances regarding the studenthousing situation. The original
task force was composed of nine
white males and one white female.
This composition greatly outraged
many of the residents. They felt
that the community was not properly represented.
"We want to make sure the

composition of this student-housing task force better reflects our
community," said Martinez, when
asked what was going to be done
about the organization of the student-housing
task force.
"They would have to make
the task force to where more than
50 percent of the task force is not
[apartment] developers to make
this thing work," stated Eberle. "I
would like to see at least three students on the task force. We, in my
neighborhood, have been the most
impacted, and we have been
ignored when it comes to this task
force."
Some see the causes of the
disturbances as coming from having such a high density of students
in one place. Knights Krossing
alone houses approximately 2,530
students; more than are currently
housed on campus.
"They [UCF], I feel, have recognized that having a high density
of students housed together just
gets out of hand," said Fleagle.
"So to keep better control of the
situation they keep the numbers
small. That density is what is a
catalyst for noise, violence, etc."
Many of the people at the
conference felt that the best solution would simply be more on

campus housing.
"On-campus housing is a
very viable solution to all this.
The students will be much better
behaved living on campus," said
Eberle.
"UCF needs to share the
weight of housing its students,"
said Fleagle.
The university is projecting
an enrollment of approximately
48,000 students by the year 2010.
By that time they are also projecting to have on-campus housing for
4,200 students. Not even 10%, of
the projected student body.
"UCF, being a good neighbor,
must provide more of its students
the opportunity to live on campus," stated Martinez.
The university did however
break ground April 11 on the
beginnings of a project aimed at
adding 1,600 units, or beds, to the
already existing dorms on campus.
The project would be completed by the year 2002, being
broken down into two parts. Eight
hundred units to be assembled by
the fall of 2001 and the remaining
800 units to be completed by the
fall semester of 2002. This project
will help to increase housing oncarnpus to 15%, more than that of
Florida State
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Success Circuit
•
gives students
valuable-advice
DIANA MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

The Student Alumni
Association
hosted
the
Success Circuit on April 11.
The Success Circuit is a session that is put on every
semester.
The Student Alumni
Association Chair for the
spring session was Mark M.
Irvin, who is a finance major
in his junior year at UCF. Irvin
has been involved with the
SAA since his freshman year,
and with the SAA Board of
Directors (SAAC) since fall
1999.
"[The Success Circuit] is
geared toward graduating
seniors, but all students are
allowed to attend. The Success
Circuit is important because
many seniors have no idea
what to expect. This session is
a great opportunity for seniors,
or any students for that matter,
to pick up any knowledge that
may help them as they enter
the 'real world.' It benefits
UCF because we want our students to be the best," said
Irvin.
Irvin's goal for the session
was to ~elp prepare a soon-tobe college graduate enter the
workplace.
"My main goal was to
make seniors feel a little more
settled about leaving college
and entering the workforce.
Any information that we could
give them would make the
transfer smoother," Irvin said.
The session was originally comprised of three individual sections, but one group
was unable to participate in the
Success
Circuit.
The
Consultants for Effective
Leadership ended up covering
both the Business Etiquette
and Job Interviewing sections.
The session was done by two
CEL members, Shara Boland
and Eddie Rivera.
Boland and Rivera began
the session by having everyone
move around the room interacting with one another and
introducing themselves. Both
CEL members :then informed
everyone that it only takes 15
seconds to make a first impression, but that it takes forever to
get rid of a bad one. To make
sure that you make a good first
impression at an interview,
make sure your appearance is
polished, and that you come
across as being mature and
experienced.
A tip from CEL's Shara
Boland: "Dress for the job you
want, not for the job you

have."
When at an interview or
other business affairs, remember to keep your right hand
free for handshakes, to be
focused and interested, and to
use action words when
describing your skills. Do not
hesitate to reintroduce yourself
if you forget a name, and avoid
talking about salary, politics or
your personal life during a
conversation. Also remember
that the most admired behaviors
are
appreciation,
approachability and consistency.
To prepare yourself for a
job interview, CEL told the
Success Circuit audience that
researching the company and
thinking about what questions
should be asked would help
you be prepared. Be able to
explain your past experiences,
qualifications and accomplishments with enthusiasm and
confideQce.
CEL
also
covered
Resumes, which are the key
ingredients in your search for a
job. A resume is your personal
advertisement, and it only
takes eight seconds to catch an
employer's attention with a
resume. CEL recommends that
a resume should be on a best
quality 8.5; x 11' paper with no
typographical or grammatical
errors. Keep the sentences
short and to the point, but be
sure that the information is
accurate and reasonably complete. A cover letter is also
highly recommended to be
included.
Part 2 of the Success
Circuit was done by a panel of
three UCF alumni that the
SAA Chair Mark Irvin chose .
The three alumni graduated
from UCF with degrees in
Finance. The alumni included:
1987 graduate David Welch,
1998
graduate Christine
Cutter, and 1988 graduate Jim
Robinson.
"I believe the Success
Circuit was a success.
Afterwards I talked with a few
students and they were really
glad they had attended. They
picked up a advice they
wouldn't have had if they not
attended. Also, I was glad that
they had something to leave
with; CEL passed out information packets. This was beneficial because they had something they could go back and
actually read in case they
missed something. Students
asked a lot of questions and
seemed to be really interested
in what the alumni had to say,"
said Irvin.
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Spring Grads Take 2 Days
ELAINE LEBLANC
STAFF WRITER

For the first time in UCF history, commencement ceremonies
are scheduled to span over two
days due to an overwhelming
number of graduates.
As of April 2, more than
3,300 students were listed to
graduate this term, an increase of
approximately 550 from last
spring. According to UCF
records, spring semesters always
boast the largest number of graduates.
Although this ceremony will
include a record number of
seniors, UCF officials do not
have any plans to host future
commencements elsewhere.
"It's always a topic of discussion, but as of right now,
we're planning to always graduate at the UCF Arena," said Kelly
Shilton of the Registrar's Office.
Many Knights are eager to
say goodbye to their college

years and experience life in the
"real world."
"It has been an amazing four
years, and I have made lifelong
friends," said Viviana Hampers.
"But I am really excited to begin
the next phase of my life in
Manhattan."
On the other hand, for some,
graduating this term does not
necessarily mean the end of
school.
"After a well-deserved trip
to Europe, I will be back at UCF
to get my graduate degree, " said
Kristie Smeltzer.
Graduation will take place
May 5 and 6 at the UCF Arena.
Tickets are available for
pick-up at the UCF bookstore
April 24-29 with a photo ID.
Doctoral candidates and party
platform guests can retrieve tickets at the Office of Constituent
Relations. Unclaimed tickets will
be distributed May 1 on · a firstcome, first-served basis at the
bookstore.

· The graduation exercises are scheduled as follows:

. May5
· 9:30 a.m.
College of Arts and Sciences I, Biology,
Mathematics, Foreign Language
· 1:30 p.m.
College of Arts and Sciences II, Computer.
Science, Psychology,
Nicholson School of Communication,
College of Engineering & Computer Science, School of Optics
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The e-grad site features online purchasing of cap and
gown, announcements and a job search.
Free graduation trips to Europe? Electronic
graduation announcements? A class of 2000 network? Graduation countdown? Free online advice
and support for the real world? The Central
Florida Future goes where it has never gone
before.
The Central Florida Future announced today
that it is launching an online "graduation destination" web site exclusively for the Class of 2000.
The aim of the site is to h((lp seniors in making a
smooth transition into the real world, both prior to
graduation and post-college.

The Class of 2000Grads or eGrads?
By offering a graduation site specifically for
students at UCF, the Central Florida Future has
joined a.select network of only 54 college newspapers offering such a service to their graduating students.
The Central Florida Future's online "graduation destination" recognizes that the class of 2000
are going to be not just grads, but 11 eGrads" -- their
use of the Internet, familiarity with technology and
desire to use the web in their daily lives -- will
make them the most sophisticated wired segment
of the general population. Already social commentators are referring to today's graduates as the leaders of "gen I" -- the Internet generation.
The Central Florida Future eGrad site for the
class of 2000 allows students to send electronic
graduation announcements free of charge to their
friends and family. It even helps seniors have a say
in the kind of graduation gifts they will receive by
providing the option to link a graduation gift registry to these announcements.
The Central Florida Future has taken its mission of providing relevant, engaging content and
services for students further than ever before, now
offering seniors a chance to access information
online once they are out in the real world. Articles
on the students with an easy way to keep organized
as their school life draws to an end.
The site can be accessed directly at
www.ucf.eGrad2000.com.
Compiled by Shelley Wilson

May6
· 8 a.m.
College of Health and Public Affairs
· 11:30 a.m. Colle~e of Business Administration
· 3 p.m. College of Education

Choir performs debut piece
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

UCF music lovers received
a special treat by listening to a
debut piece that is scheduled to
be
performed
at
the
International Cathedral Music
Festival in London this summer.
The University Chorus performed the piece, Ode to the
Present Day, on April 11. Dr.
David Brunner, the UCF
Director of Choral Activities, is
also the composer of the piece
and is in the process of finishing
the second movement of that
piece, Ode to the Future Day ·.
Brunner admits that hearing his piece that he wrote for
the first time in front of a live
audience was a funny experience.
"We practiced it for so long
piece by piece, so it's exciting to
hear it all the way through,"
Brunner said. "I'm listening to
it, however differently than the
audience is. I'm listening to it,
but at the same time I'm separate from it. 11
Brunner is also eager to
perform the piece in London,
which he said would create a
unique opportunity Jor the UCF
singers.
"We're getting really excited to go. These are very historic
places that we will be performing at that can't be duplicated
here in Orlando," Brunner said.
Ode to the Present and
Future Days is based on two

odes of a South American poet,
Pablo Neruda, and will be sung
in English and Spanish at the
Festival.
Chorus members stated the
performance at the Spring
Choral Concert went very well,
bl,lt singing Dr. Brunner's piece
held special meaning.
"I think all of the choirs
performed very well. It was
especially touching to get to
premiere Dr. Brunner's piece.
He has a true talent and it's been
such a wonderful experience to
be under his direction for four
years, 11 senior Jessica Smith
said.
The concert held at UCF
not only feanued the premiere
piece, but also showcased folk,
English and contemporary
music. The Women's Vocal Jazz
. Ensemble and the Madrigal
Singers also performed.
Tenor singer, Joe Hilton
believes the program went very
well and he attributes the success to Dr. Brunner.
"Dr. Brunner travels all
around the world to instruct
what we get for taking a class.
He's one of the best choir directors," Hilton said.
Hilton went on to say that
Brunner's piece of seizing the
day resembled the lessons you
experience in real life.
"Sometimes we don't know
that the future is right now. Me
singing on stage in 20 years
from now really started right
now. This is your apple to take
from the tree, 11 Hilton s~d.
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www.tshipley.com/ucfgrad
a few
items
you would like people to make a

Get what you want! Our gift registry lets you choose your gifts
and then email the list to friends, family and even
your rich uncle Joe! We are the premier provider of fine
business products, executive gifts and personal accessories.

Visit our web site and receive an additional 25 %
through June 1, 2000!

www.tshipley.com/ucfgrad
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Go ·For The Cash!
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bkstore.can/ucf
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Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday

8:00 am - 7:00 pm
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Summer Semester Books
Available NOW!
,_ All Major Credit Caic;ls Accepted
'

(407) 823-2665
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Reflection pond receives $500,000
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

The pond will be receiving a
$500,000 modernization. The
facelift will be paid for by both
UCF
and
the
Student
Government, and is slated for
completion in early May. The
majority of the funds will come
from SG funding. The reflecting
pond's new fountain will have
one 'jet' with two others eight
feet apart. It is hoped that the new
system will reduce the number"of
cleanings from once daily to once
a week.

Student art exhibit
goes on exposition ·
Beginning April 20, and running through July 31, the univer-

sity art gallery will be exhibiting
works done by graduating students. The works of art are those
of students graduating with their
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.
The gallery hours are from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday-Friday. For
more information contact the art
department at
(407) 823-5629.

UCF to host
Shakespeare Festival
UCF will be hosting the
Shakespeare Festival at the Walt
Disney Amphitheater downtown
at Lake Eola.
Love's Labour's Lost will be
showing as until May 7. Tickets
will range from $8 on up through
$35. Showings on Thursdays will
begin promptly at 7 p.m., while
shows Friday-Sunday will happen at 8 p.m.

Reserved seating for both
shows are available. For more
information, as well as to make
reservations, contact the Festival
box office at (407) 893-4600.

Writing Center searches
for workers
The campus writing center is
currently looking for people to
fill positions for the fall semester.
The writing center, which assists
students with composition and
editing of papers, is looking for
. people to fill editing positions.
For more information, contact
Beth Rapp-Young at (407) 8232197 or pick up an application at
the front desk ip. the writing center.

Classes come to a close
The last day of classes is

April 24. All incompletes must be
removed from your transcripts by
this date as well. Final exams
begin April 25, and end on May
1. All grades will be turned in to
the registrars' office by May 3.

Dial-up servers
change provider
The UCF dialup Internet
access service will be changing
all of its servers over to a single
provider beginning May 5.
Currently portions of the system
are under Sprint, while others are
provided by AT&T.
The three dial-up numbers
currently available will all merge
intoone modem pool. Effective
May 5 the (407) 513-4200 phone
line will no longer be accessible.
On May 8 the (407) 275-4200
line will also disappear. The single line available for student

dialup will be (407) 235-4201,
and will have a modem pool of
336 lines. The final result will be
Sprint providing sole service for
student dialup services.

Motorsports
precision
engineering
program
becomes inheritor

•

Henry "Smokey" Yunick, .
recently donated his 'Smoketron'
to the university's motorsports
precision engineering program.
The device is a three-ton machine
that allows a Winston Cup style
engine to be run without any ignition. The machine allows for the
study of oil flow, friction, valvetrain dynamics, and airflow
through the engine without it the
engine firing. Yunick also donated a 100-horsepower airflow
bench, which will allow students
to study the airflow through and
around an engine.

•
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WHO:

All full-time college students are eligible to participate in a PAID ($2,000-$3,300) summer
"Leadership Internship".

WHAT:

The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) program is an opportunity for full-time college students to
attend Officer Candidates School (OCS) during the summer months. All applicants MUST
STAY ENROLLED FULL-TIME in school to participate! You can enroll in the PLC .
program with ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION to join the Marine Corps.

WHEN:

9 July- 18 August 2000 (APPLICATION DEADLINE: 10 May 00)

c
0

m

-

0

~

WHERE: All selected applicants will attend OFFICER CANDIDATES SCHOOL (OCS) in
Quantico, VA.
·

WHY:

;:

Officer Candidates are evaluated in Leadership, Academics and Physical Fitness at OCS. In
addition, Officer Candidates are eligible for FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE ($900/semester)
and TUITION REIMBURSEMENT ($5,200/yr) programs once you successfully graduate
fromOCS!

.ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

./
./
./
./

~

U.S. CITIZEN
ENROLLED AS FULL-TIME STUDENT (12 HRS MIN)
2.0 GPA
BE IN GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION

./ HAVE A POSITIVE MENTAL ATTITUDE AND DESIRE TO PUSH YOURSELF TO
ACCOMPLISH INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM GOALS!
"How will I keep
in touch
with my college
buddies?"

get all the answers:

ucf .eGrad2000.com

For more info:
Call Captain Reese at (407) 249-5873 or 5874
Email: OSOORLAND0@6MCD.USMC.MIL
. Website: WWW.MARINEOFFICER.COM
THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS!
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Program to provide free newspapers to students
.

SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

•

•

•
•

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Running for Charity
•
•

UCF students participate in a Sk run held on Greek Park
Drive which took place on April 14. The run started at the
Sigma Phi Epsilon house.

W.rite the Futllre

•
Letters to the editor should be typed apd mu~t .
include a name, address and phone number for

•

confirmation. The ,Futw;e reserves the tj.ght to
. edit fot length, style,·and granµnad. Submit to

•
· Central .Florida Future
Knight.Publishing
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite !7
Oviedo, ,FL 32765
editor@UCFfuture.com
Fax: 977-0019
-.
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The Orlando Sentinel will be
distributed free to UCF students
through the end of this week with the
intent of boosting readership, though
it could come at a cost of nearly
$40,000
from
the
Student
Government budget.
SG will consider giving the
Sentinel a portion of its Activity and
Service Fee that students pay for in
their tuition to purchase the papers
·Monday through Friday. The cost per
copy to SG, according to the Sentinel,
will be 20.5 cents an issue (it sells for
50 cents on weekdays) with a minimum order of 1,000 copies a day and
an optimum order of 2,400.
With the SG budget half the size
it was l~st year, many SG officials
still say the program is a great tool
for students.
"The program benefits everyone
involved," said Amanda Harkins,
chair of Senate Service and Public
Relations Committee. "The minimum cost would be around $40,000
for five days a week during both the
fall and spring semesters. That would
be a little over half of 1 percent of the
entire SG budget for next year of $6.5
million.
"In my opinion, it's worth it."
So far, most students seem to
agree.
"I normally wouldn't buy it
because as a student I've got other
things I've got to read," junior Dale
Skipper said. "It's a great program if

it's nothing extra. The only benefit I
see now from SG is the computer lab
and the paper. If SG keeps the service
fee the same, it's a good service."
Seni.or Marc Robus also was in
favor of getting a _free newspaper.
"I didn't pick them up during the
week usually, but since they've been
free I've picked them up every day,"
Robus said.
Harkins said her committee
thought giving away free newspapers
was a good idea after hearing about a
similar program at Penn State
University. A Penn State newspaper
readership project conducted from
1997-98 showed that after a year of
delivering 9 ,000 copies of the local
paper the Collegian, USA Today, and
The New York Times for free, twothirds of the students said they read
the newspaper more.
However, if this plan ·will
become definite depends on UCF students, Harkins said. The project will
begin on a trial run to what could
become a daily operation starting in
the fall. UCF SGA would be the first
SG in the. nation to purchase newspapers for its students.
"The students need to tell SG if
this is something they want us to
spend their money on," Harkins- said.
"Call, write, e-mail your senators
(www.ucfsga.com), or stop by the SG
office (Student Union Room 214) to
let the people who control the money
know if you like getting the Sentinel
for free."
If the program is put into place,
the Sentinel will pay around $10,000

for the delivery boxes that would be
programmed using the student Smart
Card.
The card will be used as a form
of identification and for counting.
The Sentinel is hopeful that by
giving away its newspapers, it will
not only gain more readers now but in
the future when these students graduate .
"The theory behind it is if you
make the paper free for college students and have it pre-paid, then they
will pick it up and read it," said
Karen Farst, the Sentinel's Home
Delivery Marketing Coordinator.
The Sentinel also is hoping to
form partnerships with UCF's journalism department.
"Our goal is not only to get the
paper out there, but also to work with
the professors and using the paper as
a learning tool in the classroom," s~d
Chip Danneker, the Sentinel's
Consumer Marketing Manager.
So far, the first week of free distribution showed positive strides,
Danneker said.
· "We've got nothing but real good
feedback from the UCF community,"
he said.
"If there's enough interest in the
papers these couple of weeks for free
we'll be back in the fall. It looks like
there's plenty of interest already."
Students who want to voice their
opinion about purchasing the
Sentinel, can sign a petition at the SG
office. This topic will be addressed at
the f\pril 20 Senate meeting.
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AIR FORCE.ROTC.
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Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
seeking a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC .
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating greater long-term opportunities .. It gives you the
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve

throughout your life. Call (
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Students debate on vs off campus housing
ELAINE LEBLANC
STAFF WRITER

Roll out of bed and walk to
class? Or enjoy the privacy of
your own apartment? Choosing
where to live is a major decision
Knights make each semester.
For some, living in the oncampus residence halls is the
ideal choice due to the close
proximity to UCF buildings.
"I love only having to leave
10 minutes before class and being
able to avoid trying to park in the
mornings," said Volusia Hall
Resident Advisor Tim Eggert.
Others, however, are attracted to - the opportunity to easily
meet new people. "I would recommend living the dorm life to
all freshmen because there is no
way I would have met so many
interesting people living in an
apartment for just a year," said

freshman Natalie Walter.
In double occupancy rooms,
the residence halls offer separate
phone lines for each student and
Internet connections. According
to Housing Director Christopher
McCray, Jr., new improvements
in 1998 resulted in additional
sidewalks, ramps, sitting areas,
benches and tables to promote a
"community atmosphere." The
projected prices for the fall
semester range from $1,600 for a
double occupancy room to
$1,77 5 for a bedroom in the Lake
Claire Apartments.
"I really enjoy paying one
fee at the beginning of each
semester, rather than dealing with
multiple bills each month," said
Julie Palmer, who has lived on
campus for three years.
On the other hand, for many
students the privacy and freedom
of renting an apartment or house
often outweigh the drive to

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Walking·to class or having more independence are on the minds of UCF students when choosing between on~campus
housing and student apartment complexes located off-campus.
school.
"Once I turned 21, I really
wanted to let loose and get loud
without worrying about the RA's
or waking my roommates," said
two-year Seminole Hall resident
Chad Schneider. "Renting a
house without any neighbors
nearby was the perfect solution."
Junior Beth Schlossnagle
agreed. "Even though I had a

blast living in the dorms, one year
was enough. Now I enjoy the
amazing privacy of a one-bedroom apartment."
Renting off-campus housing
also provides the perks of not
sharing bathrooms, although usually at a higher price. Forecasted
monthly rent for apartments near
UCF in August of 2000 ranges
from $320 (utilities included) in

four bedroom-two bath apartments to a base rent of $675 for a
one-bedroom. In addition to these
benefits, some complexes and
landlords allow pets:
"I have rented a house since
my freshman year," said sophomore Chris Anderson. "I just
couldn't come to college without
my best friend-my wonderful dog
Astor!"
·

Are you a grad student juggling revisions?
Let the University Writing Center help!
Bring your papers to us.
see our website or call us for an appointment.

http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc
407-823-2197
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FINALS WEEK HOURS

Mon.,. April 24th_Fri., April 29th
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Sunday

9am-4pm
9am-3pm
Closed

"Because Writers Need Readers"

Looking For a New Direction?

Bpplebee·s®
Neighbo~hood

Grill & Bar ,

.Need.Another
Spr1n~ ·Break?
Ilappjllour
4-7 & 10-close

Let us help you!
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.

CORPORATE STAFFING
SERVICES.

Permanent Placement

Temporary

•NC-

Temporary to Hire

Specializing in:

* Receptionist
• Office Manager
* Data Entry
* Administrative Assistant
* Secretary
- * Executive Assistants
* Office Clerical
* Customer Service
* Accounts Payable * Accounts Receivable
* Human Resources Assistant
To begin your new direction, call Today! Ask for Jennifer
at (407) 578-3888 or
email: Jennifer@staf~g911.com

Bpplebee'S
Neighborhood Grill & B~r

12103 Collegiate Way
407-282-2055
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Elections finish earlier than expected, Sprenkle ticket victorious
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own free will. At the time of
deadline, no one from the party
could be contacted for as to why
they chose to withdraw.
The elections were planned
to run for an extra week, but due
to the withdrawal of the Cupicha
ticket, it came to a close earlier
than expected.

This election was different
from the last election in a couple
ways. "There were only 16
invaliq votes placed," said David
Dobin, Chief Executive of the
Elections Commission. This
number is far less than the 142
placed last election. The 142
invalid votes were what lead to
much of the controversy before,
but the 16 received this time

around were simply not counted
in order to keep from causing any
controversy. Not only this, but
there were no recounts or appeals
of the ballot count done on April
13.
"This election was much
fairer than previous elections,"
said former presidential candidate John Deeb.
With the Cupicha ticket out

of the race, both the Sprenkle and
Deeb party were affected. This
also meant that this election
would be the deciding factor in
who was to win the 'whole ball
of wax.'
The Deeb ticket felt that the
loss of the Cupicha ticket's presence in the election made it a little harder for them to be competitive with the Sprenkle party.

"If the Cupicha ticket would
have remained in the election, the
Greek vote would have been split
a little more and would most likely have resulted in us in a runoff
with one of the other two parties
next week," said Deeb.
If in fact the Cupicha ticket
had remained in the race, another
election would have had to been
held the week of April 17.
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Letters to the Editor
Grade system changes make Knight take notice
A major change might soon
talce place at UCF. This change
has the potential to affect our
future education. Indeed, it will
almost certainly affect what we
work for every day -- our grades!
I am referring to the impending
implementation of a Plus-Minus
Grading Scale at UCF. I propose
that we, the students and faculty
of UCF, oppose the Plus-Minus
Scale for the salce of simplicity
and for the salce of maintaining
our competitive academic edge.
Talking with students, I have
found that many are unaware of
the change facing our grade
poing scale. So, to begin with,
here are the hard facts: The PlusMinus GPA Scale Which UCF Is
Proposing to Adopt
A =4.00
A-=3.75
B+=3.25
B =3.00
B-=2.75
C+=2.25
c =2.00
C-=1.75
D+=l.25

D =l.00
D-=0.75
F=0.00
This information comes
from Dr. Terri· S. Fine, Chair of
the Plus-Minus Implementation
Committee.
At present, half of the 10
universities in the Florida state
system follow the familiar, traditional GPA scale (A=4.0, B=3.0,
etc.). The remaining half have
adopted some form of a PlusMinus Scale.
According to Dr. Fine, no
two of these universities follow
the same Plus-Minus Scale. For
example, here is the scale that the
University of Florida follows:
A=4.0
B+=3.5
B =3.0
C+=3.5
C=2.0
D+=l.5
D =1.0
Below D =0
· I took this information
directly from University of

Florida's
webpage
(http://www.bme.ufl.edu/application/gpa.html) As you can see,
UF's scale actually inflates students' GPAs by awarding 3.5 for
a B+, 2.5 for a C+, and so on. Ar~
you getting an idea of the
immense problem we are facing
here? With th~ new Plus-Minus
system there is no set standard!
We should be very concerned
about our school's plan to adopt a
Plus-Minus Scale.
There are several reasons
why I disagree with this grading
scale. First, the new Plus-Minus
Scale lacks the simplicity of our
current scale. The current scale is
easy to remember and its simplicity malces it easy for students to
calculate their GPAs. The PlusMinus Scale, on the other hand,
will leave us wallowing in a
sticky swamp of pluses and
minuses and decimal gradations.
Second, the Plus-Minus
Scale will actually lower students' GPA's. For example, if a
hardworking student has consistently achieved A's at UCF, she
would have a 4.0 GPA. Under the

will hurt UCF's competitive edge.
The GPA scale UCF follows
now has been working fine. Why
change? Dr. Fine gave two reasons for the change.
First, she said that transfer
students coming to UCF from
Plus-Minus intitutions sometimes
fall below UCF standards. Yet the
question remains in my mind,
why disadvantage UCF students
for the salce of some underachieving transfer students?
Dr. Fine also believes that
the Plus-Minus Scale will better
reflect student performance. I
say, if that is a concern, why do
we use GPA in the first place?
Percentile averages would exactly reflect student performance.
The proposed Plus-Minus
Scale will come up for final evaluation on August 1, 2000. We
must ·act now. I urge you to malce
petitions, write to UCF adminis-.
trators, express your opposition
to this change.

Plus-Minus Scale, however, if
she made an A-, she would; no
longer have a 4.0 GPA. I mentioned this problem to Dr. Fine,
and her response was "Well,
that's life."
This May, some students
will graduate from UCF with Caverages. Under the Plus-Minus
Scale, these students would not
be allowed to graduate because
their C- averages would drop
their GPA lower than the 2.0
requiNd by Florida standards.
The Plus-Minus Scale will hurt
students across the spectrum.
Third, as I mentioned earlier,
the lack of a set standard is a
major problem with the PlusMinus Scale. Individual universities decide what system of pluses
and minuses they '.J.'.ant to implement. Without a level playing
field, GPA becomes meaningless! Imagine applying for scholarships or admittance to graduate
school and having to compete ·
with students from schools such
as UF where their Plus-Minus
Scale inflates students' GPAs.
The proposed Plus-Minus Scale

Sincerely,
A Concerned Knight
'
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Gree/ls come Out in ~ time of tie6d, show support
stand until last week. There was many students,but I just want to
a m~morialservice being held on commend the en~ire Greek sys~
campus one ,night fpr a stttdent temfot the support th~t havetha.t
who passed awa~ .the' j\'eelc •.•·.•. . specifl(vfratePlity aqdfanriJy.To

their sorrow ·and support for the
luss of the student. At this time
of:sorrow,"Ifmally saw a situation of true brotperhood and sis~
er1w.Q.<> ~~· a ~¢.lll~~;~f:,th~, ~i me.Jh\V,i1l$ inm~cre4jble si,g~t~;t~ " '16rhood 48 alt the fraternities and'
Greek £omttt'unityf:This~ · ~ see :~~tit l~5:stuq~J.l.ts, m~stlf
c~tiie together and

Many times the Greek
System in colleges is looked
upon h~ a negative nianner: I
have heard that the Greek system
i~ about protherhoQd an,d sistey;.
hood and Iam'.notGreek'. so thf~
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fellow brother. Thank you for
giving me a true insight to what
the.Jrue ·meaning of Greek is all
about. My prayers go out to the
fafujly 'Who lost a son and the
frateTfilty who lost a .brother,.
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Clocks not set ahead at UCF angers one student
What time is it? Or should I
say, "What is the correct time?"
Do you think with all the money
and manpower this school
employs they could tum the
clocks ahead one hour?
As of April 12, 2000, a full
10 days after daylight savings

-----·

began the clocks are still wrong!
How can an accredited instiEvery single classroom of mine, tution claim that it provides its
(five all together) has had an students the best education possi· ble if it can't even keep the corincorrect clock!
1 bet at a real university they . rect time?
made sure the clocks were set to
Why should the student body
the correct time starting Monday suffer the inefficiencies of their
April 3 !
school? As if the construction

....

~---
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CLEANERS

KNIGHT PuBUSHING, INC

30 WEST BROADWAY
(407) 365-3 7 13

I encourage those of you
who value your time and education to demand the best from
your university. As a senior student, I implore you ..
Sincerely,
Ryan Westberry

.•..•... liifiiJRI

------------------~.... ~ --..

··-

weren't enough!
Call me uptight, but I bet
they don't have this problem at
UF or FSU. If by some oddity
they do suffer the time anomaly,
lets set an example by taking
responsibility of our clocks and
correcting them.
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OvIEoo, FL 32765
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Registration: Are
-we doomed to be
in college forever?

•

•
TAYLOR CLARK
STAFF WRITER
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Classes are
Starting Nowl
•
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Hey Kids! Guess what
time it is? That's right. It's registration time! And with summer school on the horizon, I
opened up the old trusty
·schedule book to take a look. I
could not believe my eyes.
Under
my
major
(Communications) the pickings were slim: two required
courses and a couple other
courses that don't apply to me.
One of the courses I have
already taken; the other, a
general education requirement, Fundamentals of Oral
Communication had about 50
sections. And that was it.
So, I checked the History
section for courses in my
minor. The selection was just
as sparse (although I must say
it was better). But, again the
classes available consisted
mainly of general education
requirements. This may not be
a problem for some students,
but for a transfer student, my
general education requirements are a few credits shy of
completion.
Where does this leave me
and others in the same boat,
faced with the nasty nine sum. mer credit rule? It leaves us
trying desperately to find
classes that we have not yet
taken and that will count
toward our major. Finding
such courses has been difficult to say the least.
If the University of
Central Florida is going to
require students to take not

Call today to reserve your seat.
Preparation for August 19. 2000 MCAT

exam
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Letters to the editor should be typed and
must include a name, address and phone
number for confirmation. The Future reserves
the right to edit for length, style, gramm~
and libel. Submit to:

pm
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only summer school, .but nine
credit hours of it, the selection
from which to choose needs to
be broadened. Perhaps I could
understand it were not
required, but unfortunately it
is.
We all know that the registration problems are not
confined solely to summer
semester. Fall registration has
just as many obstacles. After
my fruitless attempt at summer registration, I flipped
over to the fall schedule. It
was almost as bad. As I typed
in my key code for one. of the
classes not only required, but
an essential building block for
my major, I prayed it would
not be filled, but I was denied.
The class had only one
section with only 17 openings. Come on! How am I
supposed to make progress in
my major and take upper level
courses if UCF is only offering one section of a class
required for the upper level
ones? If a major is dependent
on certain courses, there
needs to be several sections,
guaranteeing students the
classes needed to progress in
their major.
Course selection is an
issue that is in need of dire
reexamination. I don't know
about everyone else, but I'm
ready to get my degree and
move on, but at this rate it
feels like I'm going to be stuck
in college forever. Although it
may be easier said than done,
this is just one student's cry
for help: we need more classes not only in summer school,
but all year round.

•MCAT is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges .
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Fiona Apple
played an
energetic set
last Friday
night at a sold
out House of
~"\.
Blues, Downtown
~
Disney.

henomenal,
extraordinary,
sensational, spectacular,
breathtaking,
these are all words that
come mildly close to capturing the ambiance of
Fiona Apple's concert
at the House of Blues.
The Eels opened
for her around 8:30 last
Friday night. She began at
10 p.m. and played for a
very memorable. hour and a
half. Anyone who has ever
heard of this artist has heard
the horror stories that
accompany the mention of her name.
For instance, that
she's this mean-spirited person who hates performing and doesn't
think her fans should
worship her. This was
not the Fiona I saw on
Friday night.
After her second
song she addressed the
crowd apologizing to
whoever gave her a
note at the Downtown
Disney
Virgin
Megastore because she
accidentally dropped it.
Following this kind gesture, she rocked the .
i
House with a great performance of "Limp,"
during which she started dancing erratically.
Her movements
wowed
the
crowd,
as
did
her
melodic
voice, and
it
was
wonderful
to see her

enjoying her music as much as we
were.
Fiona's show was a pleasant mix of old and new songs that
she alternated seemingly according
to the tempo of the songs.
"Love Ridden" was performed, along with a few _o f the
other slower songs, from behind a
piano, but was still one of the more
moving numbers. Her final song
was "Fast As You Can," which I had
hoped she wouldn't leave out.
The audience was so
crestfallen that her performance
was over after that soqg that they
clapped and cheered until she came
out for an encore.
Her encore consisted of
two songs, both beautifully done,
that were not from her two CDs.
Fiona played Cole Porter's "Just
One of Those Things" followed by
Bill Withers' "Kissing My Love."
She regretfully left the stage for
good after that, and the audience
eventually filed out of the House of
Blues like a herd of cattle.
Despite the heat of the
place and the standing for six
hours, it was a concert that anyone
who likes good music and talented
musicians would have enjoyed.
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OVIEDO JEWELRY & PAWN
SPECIALIZING IN FINE JEWELRY, REPAIRS, &
CUSTOMIZING. LOANS AT COMPETITIVE RATES.

Friday, April 21st• 8-10 pm
Rain Date: Saturday, April 22nd

You are invited to see the drama of Christ's death and
resurrection unfold before your eyes - without leaving the
comfort of your car.
Experience this

FREE presentation in less than 30 minutes.

CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHORCH
Located at 1-4, Exit 42 • 250 S. W. Ivanhoe Blvd., Downtown Orlando • 407-425-6611
Cccdisc@aol.com • Www.insidecentralflorida.comlcommunitylgroupslccc

407-365-9780
t t 5 GENEVA DR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
WE BUY USED TV's, STEREOS, VCR's,
CD PLAYERS, ETC .. FOR CASH.
WE ARE LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN OVIEDO NEAR THE
POST OFFICE AND THE ACE HARDWARE STORE.
HOURS: 10 A.M. - 6 P.M. MON-FRI
10 A.M. - 3 P.M. SAT.
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'Tovs' is tale ·of fortune, aHairs

•

PATTY CANEDO

•

STAFF WRITER .

•
•
•

•

..

Fortune, affairs, susp1c10us
behavior! Not the plot to some midday
soap opera, but instead the story behind
Lillian Hellman's plays Toys In The Attic.
The scene is New Orleans 1949,
Annie and Carrie Berniers' home is thrown
into a frenzy when the mother-in-law,
Albertine Prine, of their younger,
estranged brother delivers a message to
their home.
The sisters are notified that Julian
. Bemiers, their brother, and his wife, Lily,
have returned to New Orleans after much
time away from home.
Julian upsets and baffles his sisters and wife with his newfound fortune.
The question of how he obtains the money
is left very mysterious for the first portion
of the play.
Julian also hides the truth about
the mysterious, older woman that has been
calling him every night. Poor Lily believes
that she is losing her love to money and
another woman, while Carrie struggles to
understand the changes in her brother's
new persona.
Lily's self pity and night walking
led her to seek council from her cold, rich
mother.
Henry Simpson, Mrs. Pine's
"chauffer", is a quite "Negro" that puts the

whole plot together
with few words and a
strong presence.
Although
many details remain
mysterious during the
beginning, a gifted cast
presents the show.
The audience
is brought into the
struggle between the
family and their acceptance of the new fortune
by the acting abilities of
the performers.
They present
realistic
emotional
moments of laughter
and internal struggle
through very convincing
New
Orleans
accents and dialectic.
Lillian Hellman's play,
Toys In The Attic, was
performed at the .UCF
Theatre until April 16.
It
was
an
entertaining show presented by a very talented cast of actors that
brought you into their
characters
conflicts
SPECIAL TO THE FuTURE
with one another and
1
their struggle with their 0 Toys in the Attic" takes place in New Orleans in 1949, when Annie and Carrie Berniers home is thrown into a frenzy
new, mysterious wealth. when the mother-in-law, Albertine Prine, of their younger, estranged brother delivers a message to their home.
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My friend is dating a guy that I'm friends with. It
never was a problem until he started telling me things
about her. He tells me about everything from their sex life to
how he feels about other girls.
Then last week he told me he cheated on her. I don't know
what to do because he made me promise not to tell her. But
I feel that I have to. What do you think?
-Stuck in the middle
Dear Stuck,
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You made your <;upcakes now you must eat them.
With no frosting and no milk. You were the key witness
at the crime scene-:well almost.
But you heard the defendant's confession, that
means he's guilty. And to your other friend so are you, if she
finds out he cheated and you knew about it but didn't tell her.
Ne:x:t time plug your ears and keep your mouth shut.
But since it's too late forthat I guess you need to ask your-.
self which friend you're more loyal to. Or just tell your male
pal you can't keep the promise.
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DANCE

MARATHON···

2 0 0 ·1 ·

·Positions ·Available
Dancer
·Recruitment
.
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Dear Nancy,
My friends Heather and Katie are pranksters. At
least twenty six times a week, they call up their friends
including me and prank us. They pretend to be some weird
person when we know it's them. I think they have deep rooted emotional problems. Katie likes to move furniture around
and m~ather ,still plays with dolls. I really think they need
help but I don't know how to break it to them. What should
I do?
.
. -Funny Friends
Dear Funny,

It sounds like your friends are real comedians.
Maybe you should try to book gigs at the local comedy club for them. Become their agent, make some money off
their jokes. Or you could put a reward out for escape circus
clowns.
It really does sound like these freaks might need
some psychological help. The next thing you know they'll be
obsessed with bunny rabbits or something.
You know-the ones with the floppy ears. But
before you call the funny farm to take them away in straight
jackets; they need a taste of their own silly putty.
Of course they have caller ID with all of the tricks
they play, so forget the phone but let it be known-what goes
around comes around.

Public Relations
· Marketing

.

'

Internal &External Assistant Directors
Morale

'' . ' ;fi.

Dance Marathon Executive.Board
Applications ·
are DUE April ·21st

f{

Interviews will be April 24th &May 2nd
Applications Available
in the CAB office, SU 215.

A
For more info call 823-6471. , _ . , .
Funded by the activity & service fee as allocated by SGA
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-"I may be homeless," said former
the most styli_sh
nurse Chester Goode, "but
homeless person you'll ever meet." Goode, 46,
was interviewed by a clearly impressed Miami
Herald reporter in April, amidst the framed
impressionist paintings, potted palms, fluted
vases, decorative baskets, crystal decanter and a
faux-antique phone (unconnected) in his 'classy,
black-fabric-walled, tarpaulin-roofed space in the
woods off 18th Avenue in Fort Lauderdale.
Goode says he is driven by the need for quiet:
"Boom-boxes, teen-age children, I just can't handle them."

I'm

Brina this coupon -in to aet a :
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An Exciting
Easter
Musical Drama

"Crucified With Christ

11

A touching story depicting the life
changing experience of the thief who was
crucified on the cross next to Jesus.
(Easter Egg Hunt for children following performance)

Easter Sunday starting at 10 a.m.
624 ,N. Broadway

-·

(OM block Ealt of Highland and one block SOUth or Colonial, Downtown}

Casual Dress - Contemporary Worship - Children's ~rsery
For More lnfonnatlon, ca/1407-426-0510

Police called to a Giant supermarket in
Yardley, Pa., in January arrested Samuel
Feldman, 37, and charged him with one count of
criminal mischief but suspected he is the person
responsible for a three-year spree of squeezing,
smashing and poking packages of bread and
. cookies in various area supermarkets, ruining
more than $8,000 worth of goods. After the
squeezer had struck more than 100 times in the
area, Giant installed a hidden camera and,
according to police, when Feldman was seen
squeezing bread on the third separate occasion,
he was arrested.

People With Too Much Money
In DC?cember, Graham Gund started a
third version of his new multimillion-dollar
house in Cambridge, Mass., tearing out the foun~
dation for the second time after deciding that he
really wanted the house to look like the first version, which he had bulldozed down eight months
earlier after it was nearly completed. And in
January, a Newfoundland company announced it
was taking reservations, at' $35,000 (U.S.) a seat,
for a 12-hour sightseeing tour in three-person
submarine_s, 2 112 miles down to the sunken
Titanic.

-"latest Rights
-Among the February reform recommendations submitted to the Home Office by the
British gay rights organization OutRage (in its
effort to end di:fferent treatment of heterosexuals
and homosexuals) was a proposal urging that the
government legalize sex in public restroom cubicles.

Cotto, who had objected to Sikorsky's pro-Gulf
War stance by stomping on a workplace U.S. flag
and blowing his nose on it. And Liz Anderson
filed a federal discrimination complaint against
employer USF Logistics in Indianapolis in
November after the company ordered her to stop
telling co-workers to "have a blessed day."

Smooth Reactions
-Jealousy With a Flair: In December,
the wife of a Cambodian undersecretary of state
was accused of dumping five liters of acid on top
of the 18-year-old girlfriend of her husband. And
in October, a 43-year-old woman in Lake
Ronkonkoma, .N. Y., was charged with assault for
allegedly taking a 5amurai sword and slashing off
two fingertips of a woman she found in bed with
her husband.
-Latest Rages: Elevator-Etiquette
Rage: Engineering student knocked a lecturer
unconscious after she objected to his pushing elevator buttons with his feet (Sriracha, Thailand,
January). Cigarette-Ash Rage: 100 people were
arrested for stoning police during a religious
protest started when one man's ash accidentally
landed on another man (Raver, India, November).
Anglophobe Rage: One Quebec man was fined
about $700 (U.S.) for punchirig another because
he addressed a postal clerk in English rather than
French (Huil, Quebec, March).
-In December, a 36-year-old, 280pound ~an in Pontiac, Mich., originally questioned by police because his stereo was too loud
but then arrested on an outstanding DUI warrant,
snapped his handcuffs off, creating a jagged
edge, which he used to cut a hole in his stomach
so he could pull his organs out to throw at rescue
workers. "Reaching in and then tugging on stuff,
.and I mean tugging," is how Sheriff's Sgt. Matt
Norman described the man's attempts.

Update
British artist Tracey Emin, 37, first
made News of the Weird in 1996 with a show in
Minneapolis featuring a tent with the embroidered - names of "Everybody I've Ever Slept
With," which included not only lovers but relatives ·and pajama-party bedmates she had as a
child. In December 1999, she nearly won the
prestigious British Turner Prize with "My Bed,"
which was an actual unmade bed, stained with
urine and littered with panties, condoms, pillboxes and empty ' vodka bottles, supposedly set during a suicidal period. (One fussy observer at
London's Tate Gallery, apparently believing that
a vandal had struck, tried to make the bed and
:_ •.
tidyup.)

-In March, the New Haven Register
reported on Tufts University student Carl
Sciortino Jr.'s recent campaign to persuade the
school to allow gays and lesbians to have roommates of the opposite sex. According to Sciortino,
forcing same-sex roomm~tes on gays could lead
them to develop -romantic · feelings toward their
Also, in the last Morith .•
roommates, which woulc;I interfere with their
schoolwork. Some locill gay and lesbian leaders
A town council in Oslo, Norway, OK'd
do not support Sciortino, fearing that his argu- Muslim loudspeak:ered prayers on Fridays proment undermines the cause of gays' serving . vided atheists had a separate chance to shout
openly in the military.
"God does not exist." Protesting women formed
"Menstrual Avengers" to challenge a tax that cov-According to a December Orange- ers feminine hygiene products bl'.'t not condoms,
County Register story, Mark W Dziga of Long sunscreen or incontinence pads (Sydney,
Beach, Calif., had just filed an employment dis- Australia). A police officer who hurt himself
crimination lawsuit against his former company, punching a wall while arguing with his boss was
Boeing, for firing him because he chose to work ruled eligible for worker compensation
in the nude at the office on Thanksgiving Day (Hayward, Calif.). A baby was born with a bullet
1998 when he thought he was alone. A security wound on her bottom hours after her mother was
guard turned him in for violating the company's shot in the abdomen during a carjacking
dress code, and Dziga charged that his subse- (Johannesburg, South Africa). A British woman
quent termination was illegal in that Boeing with 6 pounds of heroin strapped to her chest was
should have provided "reasonable accommoda- arrested at an airport after her body piercing (in
tion" to his religion of shamanism.
an unidentified but "intimate" location) tripped a
metal detector (Istanbul, Turkey).
(Send your Weird News to Chuck
The Connecticut Supreme Court ruled
in October that workers have the right to express Shepherd, P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679 or
themselves on public issues but that Sikorsky Weird@compuserve.com,
or
go
to
All-craft was justified in firing employee Gonzalo www.NewsoftheWeird.com/.)
-~
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Gardengroove mixes blues, hip-hop
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

Pop, rock, reggae, blues, hip-hop, soul, and funk! This is
the sound of the three- piece ensemble, Gardengroove.
Gardengroove is the two-year-old project of Jereme Hall, frontman of the band. Hall is the energetic force behind the
group's songwriting, vocals, and drums.
Hall recruited seasoned Maryland guitarist, Sam Amato.
Amato's extended experience with the guitar; jazz music and
other cover bands made him a very valuable asset to the establishment of the band's funky blues sound.
The final ingredient to the funk-style band is the strong
bass lines injected by Guido. After playing with several bands in
his home state of Connecticut and touring through New England,
Guido has settled into his position with Gardengroove.
The fast paced beats of the band's music entice their
audience to "shake their wagon" but it is the energy of the live
performances that appeals to their audience.
Gardengroove has recorded demo tracks solely for Real
Radio 104.l 's disc jockeys, ''Monsters of the Midday" and
Melissa Foxx, which have been made into regular rotation.
Along with 104.1, the band has received exposure
through the local club scene, playing prestigious venues such as
the Hard Rock Live and the House of Blues.
At times the of lyrics of Gardengroove 's songs are lost
under the presence of strong· instrumental playing; however, the_
music has a fun, dance-able quality to it with -a funky 70's kind of
feel and demonstrates the band's talent for playing music.
There is no doubt that if you attend one of their concerts
that you won't find yourself dancing up a storm and having a
blast.
For more concert and CD information you can go to their
website www.gardengroove.com or listen to their music at
www.wjrr.com.
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Apositive mix: Gardengroove is the two·year·old proiect of ~ereme Hall; frontman of the band. Hall is the energetic force
behind the group's songwriting, vocals, and drums.
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J -usT FOR THE BUCK OF IT!
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY 8 P.M. - CLOSE

$1 oo HOME-BREWED PINTS
2 FOR 1 WELL DRINKS
$1 oo OFF HOUSE WINES -

1280 OVIEDO
MARKETPLACE
BOULEVARD.
OVIEDO, FL 32765
(PRIVATE ENTRANCE NEAR REGAL CINEMA)
.

407 .35~.6567
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Ganlell9f00vt is Hconi119 boWI for aowd-llOYilg he perforlllllllces.
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OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER
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the bouncer at your favorite hangout doesn't count as a

graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
onl.ine gift registry

1,_eal world guide
careers
and awhole lot ·more

from your friends at

...

r-~-g_r_a_d..~·i---tl tl~ur
The right start in the real world:"

Q)JOBTRAK.COM"The best site for students &
grads looking for their first job."
- Forbes Magazine
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'28 oavs' is Bullock at her best
TANYA HIRSCH
THE DAILY COUGAR (U. HOUSTON)

"We carry our own bags here. This ain't the Sheraton."
These words of welcome prove to be the world's worst hangover
for magazine writer Gwen Cummings (Sandra Bullock).
Twenty-eight days in a court-ordered rehab facilicy is not
exactly what Cummings had on her party-girl agenda, but getting
wasted at her sister's wedding, crashing a limo into a house and
receiving a DUI lands Cummings a sobering wake-up call.
She is an alcohol and drug abuser, but she refuses to
admit it - a classic example of denial. At the rehab center, this
city slicker is thrust into a totally different lifestyle, far from the
hip and exciting life she leads in New York City. No cell phones,
lots of chanting and 'interesting' fellow patients make Cummings
determined not to conform.
Two things force Cummings to re-evaluate her life and
her cynicism of rehab: the threat of serving jail time, and counselor Cornell (Steve Buscemi) with his unique ·approach to therapy. Her struggle back to her life is along and hard one, but is made
a little easier with the support of the facility and her newfound
friendships.
Cummings faces up to the pain of her past and realizes,
through group therapy, that there are other patients with far graver
problems than her own.
Columbia Pictures presents the dark comedy 28 Days,
written by Susannah Grant (Erin Brockovich) and directed by
Betty Thomas (Dr. Dolittle, Private Parts).
Although 28 Days deals with such serious topics as alcohol and drug addiction, the movie is not heavy and morbid. There
are serious moments, but there are also really light and humorous
scenes.
What is truly ingenious is the casting. The actors who
play Cumming's fellow rehab patients give the movie charm and
flavor. They are brilliant in their own ways.
Their various personalities and quirks make this film colorful. Sandra Bullock glows in this role.
The prognosis looks good; this could be a box-offic~
comeback for Bullock since her recent box-office flops Gun Show
andSpeed 2. Playing Cummings she shows us what she is really
capable of being -· a talented, compelling actress.
"I could see the script's potential immediately," Bullock
said. "It's a great story and very relevant to the times.
Communication today is stifled. People don't talk to each other
anymore."
Audiences will be pleasantly surprised by Bullock's ability to combine drama with comedy in her acting. She is that sweet,
girl-next-door type of actress who is accessible. In her role as
Cummings she has many faults, but you can't help but feel endearing toward her. The audience relates to her.
The cinematography in 28 Days is dynamic and refreshing. It is filmed in a loose style with numerous flashbacks to
Cumming's life as a child. Some group therapy scenes are shot
using a hand-held camera, which adds an interesting dynamic to
the film.
28 Days is an enlightening experience that will make you
laugh and cry. Chances are you won't be disappointed.
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Although this isn't the first lime Gwen Cummings {Sandra Bullock} has tripped up, this lime her drunken display will do
more damage than just destroying her sister's wedding cake.

STRAIGHT TEETH
WITHOUT BRACES!
.
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Traditional Braces

TODAY, A SERIES OF CLEAR,
REMOVABLE APPLIANCES CAN
STRAIGHTEN YOUR TEETII.
If the thought of wearing braces is holding you
back from the smile you've always wanted, this
is great news. Introducing Invisalign, a state-ofthe-art alternative to braces that is virtually undetectable to other people.· Invisalign straightens your teeth, not with brackets and wires, but
with a series of clear, customized, removable appliances called aligners.

NEW COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY MAKES
INVISALIGN POSSIBLE.
Invisalign uses the latest 3-D computer technology to create your customized aligners. Your first
step is a visit to an Align Technology certified
Orthodontist. The two of you will determine what
you want corrected. Then, the orthodontist

sends us, precise treatment instructions.

.
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Invisalign

You will wear each aligner for about two weeks
and only take it out for eating, brushing and flossing. As you replace each aligner with the next,
your teeth will move - gradually - week by week,
until they move into the final alignment your orthodontist prescribed. Then, you'll be smiling like
you've never smiled before.

ONLY AN ORTHODONTIST CAN
DETERMINE IF INVISALIGNIS RIGIIT
FOR YOU.
To ensure the best possible results, only an
orthodontist who has been trained and certified
by Align Technology can diagnose and treat using lnvisalign. lnvisalign is not intended for children and is not appropriate for every adult. Only
an orthodontist can determine if this treatment is
an effective option for you. To see if Invisalign
can help you achieve the smile you've always
wanted, call us today at 407-359-1960.
You'll be glad you did!

Invisalign uses advanced computer technology
to translate these instructions into
a sequerice of finely calibrated
SIRAIGHT 1EETR
aligners, as few as 12 or as
NO BRACES.
many as 48.
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ORTHODONTICS
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Gwen Cummings' {Sandra Bull0<k) ioyride in her sister's wedding limo
sends her into court-ordered rehab and a new, sober way of life.

''Creating Smiles For Success at UCF"
www.lach-ortho.com

407-359-1960
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That can't be beat!
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At Bob Dance, we'll go to bat for your business. With

the lowest prices guaranteed, and a

BUB DAN[[

·l

large selection of Jeep, Chrysler, Plymouth and

JEEP

Hyundai vehicles in stock, we think you'll

CHRYSLER

agree that the Bob Dance Team has a winning

PLYMOUTH

combination! Where Everybody Rides!

HYUNDAI
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Making Central Florida Automotive Dreams Come TruE

Serving Central Florida For Nearly Hall A Century!
WEST COlONIAl AT MERCY DRIVE.• ORlANDO •

407•578•5337
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FunU.com
Leading college community web site looking
for hlghly motivated, energetic campus sales
representatives. Gain invaluable experience,
earn intemshlp credits, make excellent commissions and bonuses. Fax resume:
954-577-9228 (attn: Gary),
email: jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FunU.

HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance Company needs
part-time and full-time help. If you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
s~rvision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in lhe UCF area.
Spanish and Portuguese ASP Programmers
Candidates wanted for new international web
site development work in Orlando. Must have
experience in ASP and HTML development
using MS Interdev. Visual Basic and SQL
Server experience is a plus. Candidates must
possess superb' oral and written skills in
Spanish or Portuguese. Strong English communication skills are also a must. Full-time
and part-time positions available. Please email
resume to jobs@financialweb.com
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Central Florida Regional Hospital has
Internships
Available in Marketing, Activities
Coordination, Geriatrics & Administration. If
interested call 407-321-4500 x 5784.
A national leader in quality childcare,
Childtime Children's Centers - located in
Oviedo - close to UCF - is seeking
full-time/part-time caregivers for our Infant Pre-K programs. Contact Donna Lewis at
407-977-0525 for more information.
WORK WITH KIDS! HAVE FUN!
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS NH/MAINE
SEEK COUNSELORS: TENNIS, SWIM,
WATERSKilNG, LANDSPORTS , SAIUNG,
MORE! SALARY, TRAVEL,
ROOM/BOARD.
CEDAR (BOYS): 888-844-8080
APPLY: WWW.CAMPCEDAR.COM
WICOSUTA (GIRLS): 800-846-9426
APPLY: WWW.CAMPWICOSUTA.COM
BARTENDER
Make $100-$250 per night
No experience necessary
Call 1-800-981-8168 ext. 295
Play or work? Why not both? Winter Park
specialty toy store hinng part-time & full-time
sales & entry level manager. 407-622-8697 or
fax resume to 407-622-1590.
Live-in Nanny needed for summer.
May 20 - August l 7. References needed.
wk 407-521-2750 or hm 407-909-0044.

1

23 year-old student at UCF looking for a live
in assistant. Free room and board, plus pay.
Must be responsible, caring and patient. Call
Tricia at 407-737-7505 or e-mail at
prima2l@yahoo.com
Sales - $1,500/wk! If you can
give away our Electronic Check
Recovery Service to retailers.
Call 888-303-8466 ext. 636

Perfect P!f Home Business
www.networkteam.com code 2920
or 24 hr. message 800-688-8987

Swim Instructors - Wanted to teach summer
swim classes $9.50 hr. Must be certified. For
more information call (407) 699-1013.

COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870

Internet company seeks individuals to input
info for growing sites. Avg $8-$15/br at your
own pace from home! No experience, only
simple web understanding.
www.anteater.com/jobs .html
jobs@anteater.com

Special Summer Staff Needed!!!
Residential counselors needed to assist
disabled campers in recreational summer
camp. Salary + R&B. (352) 383-4711.

YACA170NS
BE FLEXIBLE ... SAVE $$$
Europe $199 (o/w +taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
Call: 800-326-2009
www.4cheapair.com

$$$INTJ;:RNET GOLD$$$
Ground-floor opportunity with an incredible
E-commerce business. Unlimited potential!
Interested? E-mail inquiries to
Gwulff@aol.com

Graduating? Looking for a career in
Leadership? Do you like children? Spend your
winters in Florida and summers in Maine.
Camp Laurel South, a quality co-ed children's
summer camp in Maine, is looking for a
dynamic person to join our year-round team.
Computer knowledge essential. Our winter
office is located in Gainesville, Florida. Great
salary and benefits in a fun, professional
atmosphere. Please call Frank or Jennifer to
set up an interview. 352-331-4600 or
888-528-7357. Visit us at
www.camplaurelsouth.com or email us at
fun@camplaurelsouth.com
After school care (4 days) for our 7 & 9 yr
olds. Approximately 17 hrs/week. Must be
responsible, caring & possess valid drivers
license. Lake Mary 407-302-7997. Could turn
in to full-time summer employment.

ZOOM CULTURE.COM Looking for a job?
PAID INTERNSHIPS available immediately.
Develop and capture content for web broadcasting network. Tremendous opportunity with
incredible growth potential. Call
(919) 423-4500 or email
joe@zoomculture.com
Editor/Journalist needed for e-mail newsletter
hosting company. Prior newsletter writing
experience a plus. Competitive salary with
benefits including healthcare, 40l(k) plan.
Call 407-331-5888 for more information toemail us atjobs@SJMail.com

CLUBS
The UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union meets Tuesdays at 8:00 pm in the
Student Union. Check monitor for room
location. Join us!

FOR SALE
MARY KAY

SUMMER NANNY FOR NEWBORN
30+ hrs/week, May-August
for downtown area family.
Infant care experience,
excellent references a must.
Experienced, naturing,
responsible sitters please call:
Pat or David (407) 648-5264
Job Description available.
Potential long-term po3ition.

Experience the difference- what the# 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

Teachers, Assistants & Summer Counselors
needed for state-of-the-art preschool & schoolage center. Best place llfound for kids& staff!
Great opportunity to broaden your experience
in the field of education. P!T & F!T available.
Stop by KidTown: 1460 Tuskawilla,
Winter Springs. Call 407-696-0113;
Fax 407-696-0126.

Volkswagens: Preowned with a
2 YEAR WARRANTY! Call RON at
Royal VW. 407-644-2222.
Nice selection & AFFORDABLE.

Busy office seeks person with excellent phone
skills to follow-up with clients, part-time,
evening hours. Good work environment.
Advancement. Ask for Shauna 800-370-4868.
Circle Me!!!
Summer Work
$11.25 base - Appt.
P!T - F!T positions throughout
Florida. Flexible around
finals/summer school. Customer service/sales.
Conditions apply (407) 862-8786
.
www.workforstudents.com/np

A $39 Hotels Etc. membership
50% off Hotels Nationwide
FREE 3 day/2 night vacation
FREE $2,000 gift check
FREE Golf Etc. membership
24 hr. message 407-352-6714

Water safety certified lifeguard for summer
camp; Part-time; wage based on experience.
If interested call 407-943-1809 or
407-346-1578.

Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop! Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more 1 To receive free
details, send# 10 SASE to: S&J Marketing,
Shoppers Division, 10151 University :S.lvd.,
Orlando; FL 32817.

Small Personal Size Refrigerator
Perfect for Dorm Room or Bedroom
$50 - 407-365-6818.

1990 Mazda MX6, sunroof, cruise control, power windows, good condition.
Appraised at $4,400 and will sell for $3,300
obo. 99,000 miles - call 407-629-6653.

UCF Area, fences 2/2 duplex, large
storage space, $750 negotiable
407-977-1649.
1 RENTER WANTED 3/2 house furnished
including bedrooms, quiet residential community, $250/month includes all utilities except
individual telephone line. Owner resides in
this residence. Call Brent at 407-823-5035
Daytime.
College Park - l or 2 non-smoking persons to
rent 2/1 furnished apt. for June, July and
August. $695 +utilities (407) 843-5719.
Two Female Roommates needed. 3 bedroorn/2
bath home on lake/pool. Security system/furnished. Seven minutes from UCF campus.
$380.00 month includes utilities. Open or yrly.
lease 941-461-5100 or 941-694-9700

_SERVICES
UCF Recreational Services will be offering
swim lessons at the UCF pool beginning April
8th and will run through May 13th. Classes
will be held on Saturday mornings and will be
45 minutes long. Cost is only $5S. Contact
Debbie Madison at 407-823-2391 for more
information.
$16,000 Travel package
for $1,295 & make $1,000!
FREE cruises, Hawaii,
Vegas! Not MLM
(407) 843-3999
Egg Donor Needed: Infertile couple needs
younger egg to conceive. You must be Asian
or Asian mixed 18-30 yrs. old. Compensation
and expenses paid for for qualifying donor.
Please call anytime (321) 984-8761. Serums
inquiries only.

uw;11
employers
care about my

Cin English?"

get all the answers:

407-977-1009

EMAIL: SALES@VCFFUTlJRE.COM

679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers
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MAIL:

120Alexandria Blvd. Suite 17, Oviedo, FL 32765
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CASCADES . T
"A Full Service Florist"

Fax: 679-6787
15 % Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

+Ross students' P.ass rate on 1st
attempt at USMlE is approx 90%.

FoRRENr

ucf.eGrad2000.com

PHONE:

+ Over 2,000 Ross Graduates
practice in the United States.
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+Clinical Clerkship Affiliations
with over 40 Teaching Hospitals
· throughout the United States.
Email.' admissions@rossmed.edu

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card

WEBSm: WWW.ROSSMED.EDU

"Same Day Delivery"

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050

10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

wire service excludes discount

Earn
$15 an Hour
Part-Time
On Campus
Cutting-edge

Visit our Websites for our Video,
Catalogs· & Enrollment Applications

Opportunity for
full· Time after Graduation

· , SCHOOLOF
VETERINARY MEDICINE

Hiring low for
Summer I/or fall

+ Traditional U.S. Veterinary
School Curriculum.
+ Faculty primarily DVM I Ph.D.

<

+ Clinical Affiliations w/ith 13
U.S. Veterinary Universities.

Apply On-line:

Email: admissions@rossvet.edu

WEBSITE: WWW.ROSSVR.EDU
Financial Aid Available

Ifor students wlio qualify!
ROSS
UNIVERSITY
Phone:212 279-5500
460 W 34th Street
New York, NY USA 10001

I
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www.wiz~up.com/rep
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Women's 1011
win TUC title
FROM PAGE, Page 32

TAAC Championship Oakview Golf
Course Macon, Ga. Par: 72, Yardage:
5922
Final Team Results
1 UCF 309-312-293--914; 2 Campbell
297-305-313--915; 3 Georgia State 316-

312-316--944; 4 Jacksonville State 330- Final Top 5 Individuals
319-319--968; 5 Troy State 330-331-322- 1 Sharon O'Neill, Campbell, 71 -76-77--983; t6 Florida Atlantic 333-340-330-- 224; t2 Laura Torrisi, Campbell, 73-731003; "t6 Stetson 341-334-326--1003; 8 · 80--226; t2 Yvonne Cox, Campbell, 73Mercer
336-335-352--1023;
9 78-75--226; 4 Olivia Hartley, UCF, 76-78Jacksonville 367-382-353--1102;
73--227; 5 Tanja Arnold, UCF, 78-76-7410 Samford 371-381-367--1119
-22.

_,

180DAYS
DEFERRED PAYMENT (

1
)

(1) Payment deferral not available in PA and limited in Ml and DC. Offer not available on lease contracts. Qualified buyers, as determined by Mazda
American Credit, take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 12/31/00. (2) $400 College Graduate cash back or "Get Professional Kit" (allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery) available on purchase of any new '99 or '00 Mazda vehicles. Limit one per customer. Qualified customers must be within six months of graduation or have graduated within the last two years from one of the following: accredited junior or community college with an associates degree, an
accredited college or university with a bachelors degree, an accredited nursing school with a bachelors in nursing degree, an accredited graduate school
with a masters degree or are currently enrolled in graduate school. Mazda reserves the right to discontinue this promotion for any reason at any time.
The Best Buy Seal is a registered trademark of Consumers Digest, Inc.
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Baseball Noteboolf

Favorite Cinema
Lake Howell 8 Theater

UCF
SWEEPS
JSU FOR SEC-

Located in the Lake Howell
Square Shopping Center
1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

OND IN THE TMC
UCF's goal for any road series
is to win two of three, but
instead the Golden Knights
decided to go ahead and sweep
Jacksonville State at JSU Field.
UCF swept the doubleheader
on Saturday, 9-3 and 7-6, and
then held off the Gamecocks
with an 8-7 win on Sunday.
The result Sunday was not
indicative of how much UCF
dominated the contest behind
David Rankin. Rankin allowed
only two runs on four hits
through seven innings with
seven strikeouts and no walks.

(407) 679-7366

.we offer student discounts ($4.50)
,to au students with 1.0.'s
Thurday nights are UCF Knights
Buy an.,. aamission, get one free to

any,~CF student With .a UCF IO
Some restrictions may apply due to
contractual obligations with film c;ompanies

UCF scored two in the second,
one in the third and fifth, three
in the eighth and an everimportant one in the ninth.
UCF needed that last run
despite an 8-2 advantage heading into the ninth because the
bullpen allowed five runs,
including a grand slam, before
Jason Arnold had to record the
final out to record his seventh
save.

Degrees of Freedom
London ••.•..... $475
Paris .••.•....•.. $458

Dustin Brisson, Matt Bowser,
and Raul Cruz led the charge
with two hits apiece.

Madrid ...•..••. $607
Amsterdam ••• $558
!

Special Student Airfares
Eurail Passes
,~ - ~ ~ Beds on a Budget
~·· Adventure Holidays
Student IDs

(407) 541-2000

The Golden Knights jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the first inning, which was all that Justin Pope needed to earn the victory. Pope dominated as he struck out eight over six innings, allowing only one run
on eight hits.

SIUDENI' UNION

Pa-• Circle -.g 52 #102-A

Jif;iTRAVELI

UCF knocked around JSU ace Bill White early. White allowed seven runs on nine walks and four
hits in only four innings before being ejected for arguing with the· umpire. Despite only totaling six
hits, UCF used 12 walks en route to its
nine runs.
Dustin Brisson led the charge with a 3for-5 performance, including two doubles, two runs scored, at!d a RBI. Matt
Bowser drove in two runs without gaining a hit.

.

.. FREE Pregnancy Testing

•
Ab 0fh0flS
• FREE Nitrous Oxide
• FREE IV Sedation

(Immediate
Results)

Ask about Medical
(NonSurgical)Abortions

• FREE Follow-Up Exam
• Licensed Physicians

Birth Control & Gyn Services by
·All Women's Family Planning Center, Inc.

•Pap Smears & Exams
• Depo Provera
•Norplant
• STD Testing & Treatment • Morning After Pills • IUD

Convenient appointments to fit your busy schedule

However, Kennedy battled as he scattered 10 hits and six runs - only two
earned - through 6 2/3 innings. He held
off JSU enough to allow UCF to score
six unanswered runs for the comefrom-behind victory.

NOTEBOOK, Page 25

WE'VE BEEN THERE.

""yj

The second game started well for the
Golden Knights as Mike Myers hit the
first pitch out of the park for a 1-0 lead
in the first. But JSU struck back with
four runs in the bottom of the first for a
commanding 4-1 lead against starter
Casey Kennedy:

UCF scored a single run in the second
before Matt Meath delivered the big hit
with a three-run home run in the fifth to
give the Goldeq Knights the lead for
good at 5-4. UCF added two more in

-

Al fares ere roundtrip. Tax not included.
Some restl'icticns apply.

UCF (31-12, 12-3 TAAC) took .
different routes to its two victories on Saturday. In the opener, UCF seared early and often
to cruise to the victory. Then in
PHOTO BY J ASON KOKOfOFF
Kentucky transfer Jason Graham has helped add depth to one of the the nightcap, JSU (19- 22 • 2- 13 )
strongest teams the Golden Knights have enioyed in the past five seasons. tdoo~ a~ early lead before squanenng it away.

Great Discounts on Brand Name Birth Control Pills

Receive $5 offAnnual Exam with this Ad

Safe, Supportive, Confidential
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Baseball Noteboolf
FROM PAGE, Page 24
'i

the sixth, and Jason Arnold earned his
sixth save of the season to secure the 7-6
win.
Meath finished 2-for-2 with two walks
and four RBis. Myers was 3-for-3 with
two runs scored and a RBI, while Brisson
also went 3-for-3 with one run scored.

-'

TOUGH ON THE ROAD

While trying to win 40 games during the
regular season, UCF needed quite a few
sweeps in conference series. The sweep
of JSU couldn't have come at a better
time. UCF held a 6-3 all-time lead over
the Gamecocks heading into the series,
but the Golden Knights were coming off
its first conference series loss of the season at home against Stetson. Sweeping
JSU not only gives UCF 31 wins with 14
games remaining in the season, but coupled with Stetson getting swept by
Campbell in a doubleheader gave UCF
sole possession of second in the TAAC
behind Florida Atlantic.
·

While UCF's road record is not overly
impressive at 12-7, what is impressive is
the fact that the Golden Knights are 8-1
on the road in conference· play. The
Golden Knights improved its record with
its three-game sweep of Jacksonville UCF is off to a 12-3 start in the TAAC,
State over the weekend. UCF's only loss but it is r ot the best start for the Golden
was a 9-2 defeat at Georgia State on Knights since joining the TAAC in 1993.
March 25. The last road series loss was in During its ecord-breaking year in 1995,
May 1999 when UCF lost two of three at UCF lost two of three at FAU to begin
.TAAC play. Then it reeled off 18 consecMercer.
utive conference wins during its 29-game
winning streak to begin the season 19-2 in
conference play.

HUf START

PHaro BY JASON KoKaroFF

UCF hopes to be celebrating following this weekend's series with Florida Atlantic, who ran through
the conference last year en route to a Top 15 national ranking.
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The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
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Nationallv-ranked Owls present tough challenge
FROM PAGE, Page 32

CFF FILE PHOTO

Ivan Trupllo has given Coach Jay Bergman solid contributions in the outfield with his glove and
strong arm, and at the plate with a powerful bat.
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because they are on their home field. The
Owls have gone 23-7 at home and have
been tested early, winning four of six
games againstM top 25 teams.
But UCF is not at a severe disadvantage
because it has been road tested early. The
Golden Knights are 12-7 on the road, but
it has beaten Alabama once on the road
and swept a three-game series at
Jacksonville. More importantly, UCF is
8-1 on the road in TAAC games.
"It'll be important, but I don't think it
will be anything like going to Alabama,"
Rankin said. "It's going to be a tough conference weekend, but nothing we're not
going to be prepared for. We've played
ranked opponents all year - a lot higher
ranked than FAU."
This year's FAU squad is much different
from last year because they are more reliable on pitching, despite the loss of Todd
Moser, who was 15-1 with a 2.34 ERA.
Dan Jackson, Peterson Benjamin, and
Carmen Cali have anchored the rotation.
Jackson is 7-1 with a 'l.98 ERA and he
has struck out 91 in 63 2/3 innings.
Benjamin is 7-0 with a 2.45 ERA, but
both pitchers are righties, which UCF has
hit very well against this year. Cali, who
had a 2.99 ERA last year as a freshman, is
a lefty that has struggled with a 4.09 ERA
but is still 7-2.
The strength of FAU is their bullpen
because the overall staff ERA is only
3.41. Greg Eubanks, Danny Core, and

Nick Mattioni lead the pen. Eubanks has
a 2.06 ERA in 35 innnings, while the
freshman Core has struck out 48 in 39 2/3
innings with a 2.27 ERA. Mattioni has
recorded five saves with in 21 appearances.
FAU's problem has been at the plate, as
they have lost 40 points off their batting
average from last year. Four of their top
six hitters graduated, but FAU has still
managed to bat .301 and they have hit 53
home runs in their first 40 games.
Four players have hit seven or more
home
runs,
led
by
Anthony
Mongelluzzo's team-leading 12 home
runs and 53 RBis but he has hit only 295.
John Edward-Raffo leads the team with a
.360 average and has eight home runs and
32 RBis. Zach Roper (.345-7-35), Ryan
Whitey (.345-7-21-16 SB), --and Regan
Samaniego (.343-5-18) have added some
pop in the lineup.
Despite the lineup not producing quite
as much as last year, they have still provided a potent lineup that has led FAU to
another strong season. However, many
UCF players feel that it needs to regain
that top spot in the TAAC, and it has the
opportunity to do so this weekend in Boca
Raton.
"They had a good year last year, and it
was one of the best in a long time,"
Rankin said. "But they, all of a sudden,
are thinking they are king of the hill.
Hopefully we can take it to FAU pretty
good.
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· Rankin helps throw UCF into the mix for TAAC title
clear because Dan Stillman
and Brian Freeland combined
for
a three-hit shutout against
Senior pitcher David Rankin
South
Florida on April 11.
started the final game of the
"I
felt
that there were some
Stetson series on April 9 and
thtngs
that
we needed to
left with a commanding 4-2
address
because
I didn't think
lead, only to see the bullpen
any
of
our
pitchers
were pitchlose that lead, the game, and, in
ing with confidence," Rankin
tum, the series. After suffering
said. "We've got great pitchers
that loss and seeing UCF drop
on this team, and if they can
out of first place in the Trans
go out and pitch with conjust
America Athletic Conference
fidence
then I think it will have
standings, Rankin assessed the
a
huge
turnaround from the
situation and realized that
way
they've
been pitching.
something needed to be said
There's
no
doubt
about the
and done.
ability. I just think they needed
As a senior leader for the
a little jumpstart."
Golden Knights, he felt it was
And the words were taken to
his duty to sit down with _the
heart
because Rankin has
rest of the pitching staff and
earned the right to be heard.
express what it's going to take _
After UCF lost 10 players in
to regain that top spot and
the 1998 draft, Rankin joined
return
to
the
NCAA
the
staff last year after transferTournament. His words must
ring
from
Tallahassee
have come across loud and
Community College.
Then-senior Troy Satterfield
and Justin Pope joined him in
the rotation, but Rankin was
thrown into the role as the No.
I-starter after filling the .same
role at TCC for two years.
While UCF struggled through
an up-and-down season, the
one consistent variable in the
equation was Rankin.
He went 8-5 with a 3.94 ERA
while starting 17 games. He
also led the team with 102 2/3
innings pitched and 95 strike. outs while earning third-team
all-TAAC honors.
But entering the 2000 cam-paign, Rankin knew that he
would not be the only consistent starter. Pope,· who started
last year as a freshman, and
senior Casey Kennedy, who
transferred from Virginia,
joined him to round out an
impressive rotation. Rankin
started the fust game_ of the
season against North Carolina,
but has not started the first
game of a series again this
year. Pitching Coach Craig
Cozart says that may have
affected Rankin early in the
season, but now he has found
his niche.
"I think for a while when
David wasn't necessarily starting in that first spot, he kind of
searched a little while for his
identity again this year,"
Cozart said. "I think now
through that struggle and
through the development of the
season, he's realized what a
vital role he plays."
Like the role he played following the loss to Stetson.
Cozart says that Rankin brings
some important intangibles to
the team.
"Not only just going out and
pitching well for us, but within
the team keeping people sharp
and keeping people responsible for what they're doing out
on the field," Cozart said.
"That's something that you
can't really teach as a coach."
But Rankin has not lacked in
production on the field with his
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER
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CFF FILE PHOTO

David Rankin improved to 6-4 on the season after a strong performance in the final game of last week's sweep of
Jacksonville State.
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ATIENTION UCF STUDENTS!
Interested In Working For Some Of Orlando's
Most Established Companies This Summer?
Tews Company Staffing Is Currently Recruiting
Students To Work During The Summer For Numerous
Positions Including:
•
Office Assistants
Receptionists
Customer
Service
•
• AcCOJ.lllting Assistants
Adntinistrative Assistants
•

•

Our clients include Orlando's Largest Healthcare
Provider, CommerciaLReal Estate Developers,
Telecommunications Firmsy Advertising Agencies
and Many MqreT

$8-12/HOUR .•. No Fee!
Call (407)740-8866 or
Email tzeiher@OrlandoJobs.net

11300 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL
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Senior pitcher David Rankin stepped up as the ace of the Golden Knights' staff last year and has performed well
this season, forming a sound rotation with fellow starters Justin Pope and Casey Kennedy.

Senior Pitcher solidifies starting stan
FROM PAGE, Page 27
less-defined spot in the rotation. He is again
leading the team with a 3.59 ERA, but his 5-4
record is not indicative of how well he has
thrown. He is allowing less man one hit per
inning and has recorded 50 strikeouts in 57 2/3
innings despite not having overpowering pitches.
While Pope and Kennedy have headlined the
staff, Rankin has contin- ·
ued to dominate by
holding the opposition - - - - - '
to only a .252 average down 34 points from
1999·
"A lot of games I have
pitched well in. I think
the biggest thing with
me is that I just want to

bringing the team together following an 11-8
start.
"It took us a while, but we've all become pretty close - on and off the field," said Rankin about
the 15 newcomers. "When you have a lot of guys
coming in from a lot of different places, it's
going to take a while because you're not going to
mesh all of the sudden. If we can just find some
way to put the total package together, then the
sky is the limit."
'

-----

I like the pressure (of being the
No. rJ, but it's a good feeling to
know that we have three quali·
ty starters, All three of us hon·
estly believe that we are num·
ber one starters and we resped
each other to the utmost. I don't
think any of us really think
th.ere is a 1·2·3 rotation.

As for Rankin's limit, it
is questionable whether
he will be drafted following his final collegiate season. Cozart
feels Rankin has enough
upside to be given a
chance at the profession-

al ranks.
give our team a chance
to win," Rankin said. "I
"His one variable is
feel like I've learned a
that he is left-handed.
lot from last year. I've
Clubs always have a
been more consistent
need for left-handers and
than I was last year."
they always want to give
Last year the Golden
left-handers a chance,
Knights managed 38 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - especially a left-hander
wins while overachievwho has won on the
ing. With the abundance of talent on this year's Division I level," said Cozart, who was drafted
team, 40 wins is a very realistic goal, especially twice and played with and coached numerous
since UCF already had 31 wins heading into pitchers that have been drafted. "Whether he gets
drafted or signs as a free agent, I don't think that
Tuesday's matchup with USF.
Forty wins has usually equaled· a NCAA really matters. All he wants is that chance to see
regional bid, and with 13 games remaining what professional baseball is all about."
before the TAAC Tournament, UCF looks to be
But first and foremost Rankin just wants to a
in a position to make its first trip back to the tour- chance to see what the NCAA Tournament is all
nament since 1997. Rankin has been a leader in about.
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Knights get victories on all fronts
•

.
•

TONY MEJIA

-

<

~

SPORTS EDITOR

Two championships, another player draft-= .
ed into the NFL...all in hard week's work.
Athletic director Steve Sloan could put this
past week's events on UCF's resume and send
them to every conference in the country. The
Golden Knights have established a winning
reputation in spite of relative obscurity and
have done as much in the TAAC as possible.
It's time to move on to something bigger.
Now this isn't exactly a news flash. UCF has
been trying to get into a higher profile conference for the past few years, only to be
denied. But the pieces are coming together.
The university can_ only be ignored for so
long.
·
This past weekend, the women's tennis
team, in spite of the absence of their top player, claimed their fourth consecutive confer-

FROM PAGE, Page 32

ESPN's website on all of this
year's draftable players, had
the following to say about
Lee: "[He] Lacks great suddenness, burst and speed.
More of a buildup-speed type
of player. May have trouble
beating the bump and getting
quick separation. Does not
· have an extra gear or great
run-after-the-catch ability.
Has improved his concentration and work habits, but they
still are not as good as they
CFF FILE PHOTO
need to be for a player with
Athletic director Steve Sloan can point to last week's success when petitioning for the Golden Knights for his tools to make it on the next
UCF SPORTS, Page 30
entry into a major conference.
level."
Luckily for Lee, the Packers
should have an eye open on all
of their wide receiver
prospects for this year.
Antonio Freeman, who led
Green Bay in receptions (74),
yards ( 1074) and touchdowns
(6), and fellow wideout Bill
Schroeder (74 receptions,
1054 yards, 5 TDs) are
the lone established starters
for the Packers. Green Bay's
depth chart lists Donald
Driver and Corey Bradford as
the second-teamers for the
team, but neither player has
Your college years made for some
more than three years experience in the NFL.
. interesting ways of expressing
Also, both have worked primarily
on special teams or in
yourself. And ju~t because you
relief roles for the Packers'
lead men in Freeman and
stand at the threshold of
Schroeder. For as badly as Pro
Football Weekly spoke of Lee,
adulthood doesn't mean you
it also feels the former UCF
·standout can catch on to a
have to check your individuality
team as a fourth receiver, provided his improvement mirat the door. So, express
rors that of a season ago. In
1998, Lee emerged as an
yourself with a new
option for former UCF quarterback Daunte Culpepper, as
Ford or Mercury
Lee caught 46 passes for 656
yards and three TDs. In 1999,
vehicle and get $400*
Lee's numbers almost doubled
to 87 catches, 1,133 yards and
off select
five touchdowns, including a
50-yard TD run against the
models from the
then-No. 4 ranked Florida
Gators in the Golden Knights
Ford College Graduate Program.
second game of the season.
Throw in a recent scandal
No pain. AIJ gain.
involving established Packers'
·tight end Mark Chumura and
Lee could have a shot with the
Packers in some role.
Visit www.ford.com/collegegrad ·.
Chumura, who was charged
last week with sexually
or call 1.800.321.1536
assaulting his. children's 17year-old
babysitter, will likely
for all the details.
have a busy summer in court.
Although the Packers chose
Miami (FL) tight end Bubba
Franks with their lone first} .
round pick, Lee should have
plenty of opportunities to try
and fit into Green Bay's
search for a new corps of
receivers.
If nothing else, Lee has got*Must graduate from an accredited college or graduate school with at least a bachelor's degree, or gradua!e from an accredited junior
college, community college, nursing school or trade school between 5/1/98 and 1/03/01_, or ~- ~~rrently_ e_nrolled in graduate school. You n:ust
fen
his chance. Now is he
purchase or lease and take delivery of your new vehicle by 1/03/01. Some customer and vehicle eltg1b1hty restnct1ons apply. See your dealer for details.
must try to prove he belongs

Painless
Self-Expression.

•

•
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Lee will get a
chance to
prove himsell
in Green Bav
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Women's tennis claims fourth TAAC crown ·
DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRITER

For the fourth straight year the No. 1
UCF women's tennis team cruised to
another
Trans
America
Athletic
Conference title after a convincing 5-1
victory over No. 3 Georgia State in the
championship game at the Mandy Stoll
Tennis Center in DeLand.
After defeating No. 8 Florida Atlantic 51 in the opening round and No. 5 Troy
State 5-0 in the semifinals, the Golden
Knights, ranked No. 50 in the latest
WingspanBank.com rankings, got off to a
quick start when senior Gaelle
Gouttefarde routed Mable Abraham 6-1,
6-2 at the No. 3 position handing UCF a
1-0 lead.
"I can't say enough things about Gaelle,"
said first-year head coach Patricia Allison.
"It's all business when she steps on the
court."
The Golden Knights would never look
back. Hadas Ronen, a junior from
Nhariah, Israel, rolled past Panther freshman Kari11 Etienne 6-3, 6-2 at No. 6 and
Sonja Prokopec, a junior from Novi Sad,
Yugoslavia, defeated Jovana Krsikapa 63, 6-0 at No. 4 for her 18th win in 19
matches to extend the lead to 3-0.

"Hadas has
Pavlinic 6-3, 6-1
at No. 1. With the
had
some
rough times
win Svantesson,
this season,
who stepped in
but she really
and played at the
did an outNo. 1 position
after
Veronica
standing job
Widyadharma's
putting her
dismissal from
matches
the team due to
away in the
conference,"
breaking several
Allison said.
team
rules,
"Sonja got
extended her seabehind early
son record to 7-1
in the match
against
TAAC
but showed
opponents.
tremendous
"Daniela w.as just
desire, intennot in the groove
sity
and
in her match, but
fighting spirshe played outit to come
standing when we
back and win
CFF FILE PHOTO beat FAU and
the match for Ann-Jeanette Svantesson moved up to the No. 1 singles Troy
State,"
us."
Allison
said.
"A-J
spot on the women's tennis team, helping the squad to its
Georgia fourth conference championship.
took on the role
State cut the
as the No. 1 playdeficit to 3-1 when Ana Kolar beat er brilliantly. She accepted her responsiDaniela Okal, a junior from Rheinfelden, bility with dignity."
Germany, 6-4, 6-2 at No. 5 before AnnWith a 4-1 lead sophomore transfer
Jeanette Svantesson topped Mojca Marieke Gunawan was in a tough battle

against Panther Nina Jansen at No. 2.
With Jansen serving for the match at 5-4
in the third set, the native of Kendoya,
Indonesia, broke back and held serve for a
6-5 lead. At 0-40 in Jansen's serve,
Gunawan charged the net and put a high
forehand volley away clinching the match
2-6, 6-0, 7-5 and UCF's fourth straight
title to her teammates delight.
"It was a gutsy effort by Marieke. She
really attacked Jansen and took it to her.
I'm proud of her, I'm so proud of the
whole team," Allison said with a smile.
The win marked the 34th win in a row
in TAAC play and the Golden Knights
have outscored their opponents 72-5 this
year.
"It has been a fantastic season with the
rankings and all that, but our main goal
has
been
to
win
the
TAAC
Championships. Now, we look forward to
the NCAA Regionals. We are ready to
battle with the best teams in the country,"
Allison said.
The NCAA Regional Tournament will
take place on May 13-14 and the site and
opponents· will be announced in the first
week of May. Last year the Golden
Knights lost 5-0 to No. 3 University of
Georgia in the first round.

•
..

Stetson ends men's tennis season
DAVID WINBERG

season and_Grayden Moore and David Moore lost
to Piero Demichelli and Marcus Andresen at No. 2,
the senior and freshman combination of Fernando
Mention the UCF men's tennis team by name and
Martinez and Augusto Sanabria led Stetson's
the Stetson counterparts get pumped up. Put the
Thomas Brekke and Karl-Henrik Bredvold 6-2
Golden Knights at the Mandy Stoll Tennis Center in
when Martinez fell to the ground.
DeLand and the Hatters will do everything in their
"I was in real pain and it could be a tom ACL,"
power to get a win against their rivals from
said Martinez who will find out the seriousness of
Orlando. That was what happened this year. On
the injury later this week. "Being up 6-2 and losing
February 15, UCF traveled to DeLand as the
that match changed the momentum going into sinfavorites only to be knocked down by Stetson 5-2 in gles," Cashman said.
a regular season Trans America Athletic
The Hatters took advantage of the situation and
Conference game. On April 16, the Golden Knights jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead behind straight set
entered the TAAC Championships in DeLand as the wins at No. 5 and No. 6. Bredvold rolled past Johan
No. 3 seed playing the No. 6 seed Stetson. What Westin 6-1, 6-0 and Brekke downed Ryan Winter 6happened? Stetson defeated UCF 4-1 and improved 1, 6-2. Junior Camacho gave UCF hope defeating
to 4-15 in the all-time series with the Golden Nicin 6-2, 6-2 at No. 2 pushing his record to 10-11
Knights.
on the season, but Demichelli clinched the victory
"This was a more disappointing loss than the one for Stetson.by downing Guerin 6-2, 6-2 at No. 1.
in February because it was the TAAC Tournament
"We had an up-and-down year, finishing around
and we were up 6-2 in the deciding doubles when· .500 that I predicted, but we got more consistent
Fernando (Martinez) got hurt," said first-year head toward the end," said Cashman. "We had two good
coach Bobby Cashman.
wins against Brown and Rollins, but the loss to
After the UCF tandem of William Guerin and Stetson hurts."
Federico Camacho defeated Alexander Nicin and
The Golden Knights finished their season with a
Filip Norrman at No. 1 for their 16th win on the 11-12 overall record and 4-3 in TAAC play.
STAFF WRITER

CFF FILE PHOTO

William Guerin played at top seed for UCF and lost his match, setting the tone
for the Knights' season-ending defeat against Stetson.
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UCF receivers lind success aner college excellence
FROM PAGE, Page 29
ence championship, handily handling the
rest of the conference.
The dominance UCF enjoys in women's
tennis can be added to the titles gained in
women's golf, which the Knights also
claimed this past week. The women's volleyball team was been an annual paarticipant in the NCAA Tournament. Both soccer team's have also enjoyed championship success, while the baseball team is
among the nation's top programs. This is
getting redundant.
You get the picture. Except for the sport
of basketball, the Golden Knights have
gotten to the top of the conference on a
consistent basis. And even the men's team,

which has been decimated by injury, has
reached the conference title game two
years in a row, while the women are one
year removed from an NCAA berth.
It's gotten to the point where winning is
expected and nothing less is tolerated.
That's a good thing. However, if you ask
any UCF fan whether they would rather
run the TAAC or compete for more in say,
Conference USA, the answer would be
unanimous.
No, sometimes winning isn't everything,
but while we're here, we may as well win.
Lee drafted
It was nice to see Charles Lee's name
called in this past Sunday's NFL Draft.
The seventh round selection of the Green

Bay Packers became one of the Knights' best ever receivers, flourishing while
catching passes from Daunte Culpepper
and enjoying one of the finest single seasons any UCF player has ever had, actually tying Siaha Burley's mark established
the year before.
Lee decided to go pro rather than make
an effort to complete credit hours that
would have left him eligible for a fifth
season in black and gold due to Prop 48.
It seemed like a risky choice, but for now,
it appears to .have paid dividends. Lee
worked hard and impressed scouts and
now joins a pass-happy offense led by former NFL MVP Brett Favre. While Lee
will still have to make the team in training
camp, his outlook is much better now that
he's been drafted.

Meanwhile, Burley joined the St. Louis
Rams a couple of weeks ago, meaning
there should be three UCF receivers running routes in the pros. Aside from Burley,
who will also have to make the defending
Super Bowl Champions, and Lee, Shawn
Jefferson was acquired by the Atlanta
Falcons to shore up their passing game.
Incidentally, another former wideout
standout, Mark Nonsant, was signed by
the Orlando Predators.
That kind of success is something
receivers coach Sean Beckton can be
proud of, and a feather in the cap which
the Golden Knights can break out when
sitting in the living rooms of prospective
recruits with pro aspirations.
It's just another sign that things are looking up
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· THIS IS THE ONLY THING YOU
. NEED TO KNOW FOR FINALS:
~
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College Book & Supply, Inc .

•

•
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• There's so much happening at CB&S for buyback you'll want to stop by. Are you part ofa Fraternity or
• . Sorority? Not only can you get some-cash when you sell you books bac~ but you can also help your
organization. For the Fraternity or Sorority with the highest amount of books sold bac~ CB&S will donate
• money to that organization's philanthropy. Not part of that scene? CB&S has great giveaways. Stop by
and ~gister to win. And back by popular demand BUYBACK BUCKS/These bonus bucks are good toward
•
anything in the store, even towards next semester's textbooks. And while you're here, check out our great
• selection of UCF dothing, gifts, and novelties.
·
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Special Buyback Hours: April 24 •28
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UCF, FAU·square off for TAAC top spot
•i

TRAVIS BELL

CFF FILE PHOTO

Power hitting Matt Bowser is establishing quite a reputation for himself with pro scouts while helping the Golden Knights to a
run and the conference title.

ranked as high as eighth in
STAFF WRITER
the country. With a 31-9
The series that has been overall mark, FAU is ranked
viewed as the showdown to 25th by Baseball America.
"We don't fear them,"
decide the Trans America
senior
pitcher David Rankin
Athletic Conference champion has not lost any of its said. "We respect them, but
luster. UCF will travel to we feel like if we play the
Boca Raton with the top way we can then we should
spot in the TAAC on the line definitely have some success against them."
this weekend.
Florida Atlantic took over
Last year success came for
the lead in the TAAC when UCF against FAU with two
UCF lost two of three wins - only two other
against Stetson, and FAU schools beat FAU more than
has maintained their lead once. FAU tied the Division
w~th a 10-2 conference
I record set by Texas with
record. However, UCF is 34 consecutive wins, but
only one game behind at 12- their season ended in the
3 following its three-game NCAA Regional hosted by
sweep of Jacksonville State. Miami when the Hurricanes
The Owls have continued . beat the Owls 3-2 in the
their winning tradition that championship game.
began last year when FAU
won 54 games and was
LEADER, Page 26
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,Tile:l)niyt)rsity of denti:al flo.r,ida womep'~golf t~ ·end,.th'e toumafuent ·~ith Ii~ sea8bn~best of
u;am frred .a final rotlnd 29,3, tw6 off the.school 227• . ,, ·.·
.·
" ' ;~.
. 18.-hole record, ''overcoming ' a

l9 stroke deficit

Ta.nja Am<M (Bern;. :Switze:iand!The German
stroke
behindhe,f teamma,.te, capturing fifth place with a
228 ... Nat1onaily '* rfil\ked M~mica Ouudersrud
(Elven.Urt~ NorwayJNoiwegian School for Top
Athletes) dropped a 72, the bestround of the day,
to end the touml@ey.t ~witg a '229, moying from
10tll, sixth place in the iudividual standings.
· Senior
· Line
~Berg
(Sarpsborg,
Norway/Norwegian SchoolforTop Athletes) fin.:.
ished the kill, shqoting a 74 in the final 18 for
seventh.place honors and a54-bofo total of230.
·
!il

behind C~l?b~ll Urov~rsity to wjp ~ts second " ~cll~bl) .fmisned th~ ) ontnameri't' one
eonsecutil'.p,.Tt:f!S Am~ric~ Athletic Conference
@

Wbttfen.'s.Gqlf (:hampionsbip.
,T he Goldep. Khlghts held.,a 621 headi~gJilto the
final round while Campbell had aij~but~secured
the title with,a 602 after two rqµnds. The third1'l

roundUCFrally, coupled with a modest 313 final

round for Campbell, gave the Golden Knights the

CFF FltE Paoro

MonicQ Gundersrud and the UCF women's. golf team won tile TAAC title, bur
must wait to find out if they wil make the NCAA Tournament.

one stroke edge and their third conference championship in eight years with the TA.AC.
FourUCP women flooded the top 10,fodividual
standings, led by fourth place striker Olivia

to
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lee dratted in 1th round ·bv Green Bav
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

Charles Lee has likely heard his critics
speak. Now he has his chance to prove
them wrong.
Lee, who led the Golden Knights in
receiving yards and receptions last year,
got some questionable looks and plenty of
comments when he decided to forego his
senior season at UCF and take his chance
at the National Football League. But after
the Green Bay Packers selected Lee with
the 242nd draft pick, the former Knight
will get his shot, albeit a long one, at the
NFL.
The Packers selected three receivers this
year, including Arkansas standout
Anthony Lucas (120th pick) and Texas
Southern wideout Joey Jamison (151st
pick). Jamison, who led Division I-AA
football in kickoff-return average in 1998,
will likely be given an opportunity to
make the team as a special teams player.
At 5-foot-8 and 165 pounds, Jamison's
· size may prevent him from catching on an
NFL roster in a role other than special
teams. Lucas has the size (6-2), weight

(198 pounds) and speed (4.52 40-yard
dash) to make the Packers' roster,
but he could be looking at offseason
surgery to correct a nagging foot problem.
At 6-foot-l, 195 pounds, Lee has the size
and speed to make an impression on the
coaching staff in Green Bay provided he
can outrun some negative pre-draft publicity.
Entering the draft, the reaction to Lee's
choice to go pro had been mixed. UCF
football coach Mike Kruczek said he felt
Lee could be one of the top 15 or 16 wide
receivers td be drafted. In reality, Lee
failed to live up to Kruczek's expectation
on the draft board as he was the 31st
receiver selected.
Overall, Kruczek has said Lee has the
physical skills to make it to the NFL, but
by leaving early, Lee will haye to develop
the mental maturity that comes with being
a late selection. In addition to the mental
development that must take place for Lee,
at least one publication has a long list of
improvements for Lee. Pro Football
Weekly, which provided information on

LEE,Page23
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Charles Lee hopes to be on the receiving end of Brett Favre's passes next season after the Green
Bay Pa<kers selected him in the seventh round of the NFL draft.
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3'· lfyou nlan to have a roommate, ~nd
·out what the community's policy is. Each
person occupyingthe ap<irtment may
!lave to sign a separate lease. If yours is'
the only name on the lease, be aware
that you are responsible for everything!
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he following questions are provided as a guide
to aid you regardless of the exact type of a
accommodation you are looking for. Being thorough
and thoughtful before you sign a lease will save you
possible problems in the future.
You might want to make a list of the essential, desirable, and
not too important aspects of your ideal apartment to help you think
about your search in an organized way. Your answers to these
questions may help to clarify your priorities for your living situation.

11. How many flights of stairs will you have'to climb? Is there
an elevator?

12. Is the apartment :vell,ventilated? Is it sunny?
13. Does the.apartment have adequate closet space? Does it
have any storage space?

14. Are a stove and refrigerator included? Is there enough
kitchen cabinet space?

15. Do the bathroom and kitchen fixtures work? Is there
adequate hot water supply? What are the bathing facilities? (ls
there a shower? A bathtub?)

1. How close is the apartment to school and your job?

2. How will you commute , public transportation, walk, bike,
16. Who is the landlord? Is the building owner,occupied? If so,
do you feel comfortable dealing with this person? If not, is
there a telephone number where the landlord or a
superintendent can be reached?

car?

3. How long will it take you to commute to campus?

4. How much per month will transportation cost?
17. Is the apartment near a supermarket? A drugstore?
5. If you have a car, is there parking?
18. What is included in the rent? Remember to ask about
heat, hot water, gas and electricity.

6. Do you feel comfortable in the neighborhood?

7. Is there actually enough space for you and the others who
will live there with you?
8. How well maintained is the building?

If you are looking into an estab~ished apartment or house with
current tenants, be observant. Be sure you know exactly who is
living there. Meet all the tenants and learn about their living fwb_its
before you give them a check or sign anything committing yourself to
movlng in.

9. Is there a laundry room in the building? Is there a
Laundromat nearby?

10. Does the front doo.r of the building lock? Are the hallways
well~lit?

Feel free to investigate.the condition of kitchen appliances
bathroom sink, tub, shower, toilet water pressure_in kitchen and
bath electrical outlets water stains, cracks, crumbled plaster (may
indicat~ leakage) .

Auvers Village Apartments••.
For the savvy student that appreciates·
the beauty of natural surroundings!
Auvers Village is a wonderful place to call home. Located
just 15 minutes from UCF as well as Orlando 'hotspots'
including downtown Orlando & Park Avenue.
Call us and ask for our unparalleled student discount at:
( 407) 671-0200

GO

IGHTS!

www.apartrnentsflorida.com

www.UCFFUTURE.COM

ORIENTATION

continued from page Al
4. Some communities offer incentives
for early payment, referrals or long ..
term (i.e., more than one year) leases.
If the community doesn't currently
have such a plan in place, your inquiry
may set the wheels in motion. It
doesn't hurt to ask. .

5. Life changes are inevitable, and
frequently unexpected. Therefore, it's
important to find out what happens if ,
you must terminate your lease early.
Most communities require a 30 .. day
notice, and you may forfeit part or all
of your deposit.
6. Consider renter's insurance. It's a
relatively small investment, and it's a
wonderful thing to have should the
unthinkable happen.

As people grow increasingly more
mobile and sophisticated, the list of
available amenities grows ever longer.
Apartment communities are offering
everything from state .. of.. the .. art fitness
facilities to on .. site car washes,
fireplaces, washers and dryers in the
apartment, and business centers with
fax and copier for residents' use.
During your apartment search, you
will probably notice that a number of
features are listed as being available "in
select units." Though the community
amenities are available to everyone,
the apartment .. specific features may be
available only in a certain number of
units.
Why is this? Because research has
shown that many apartment shoppers
would rather pay less and get a good,
basic, no .. frills apartment, while others
would prefer to pay a premium for such
conveniences and services. Other

'99

'

amenities, such as fireplaces or
screened porches, are available only in ,
certain apartment homes due to
structural considerations. Most
communities try to provide a good mix
that can accommodate everyone's
needs.
So where does this leav~ you?
Before you start apartment shopping,
have in mind a price range that you
can comfortably afford and a firm list
of can't .. live--without~it amenities. See
where these two items overlap, then
see what other amenities are offered for
those communities that meet your
basic criteria.
You may find that you don't want
to go whole hog and spring for all of
the available amenities, but that the
community may have apartment
homes available that fit your criteria
with some nice extras included.

.
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at Alafay1

• Utilities included
•Individual leases
• Co!llputer and study center
11801 Boardwalk Drive
• Sparkling pool with sundeck.
• Basketball court
Orlando, Fl 32826
• Sand and pool volleyball
(407) 384-8626
• Lynx Laser bus service
• Oversized bedroom with private bath in each fully furnished four bedroom apartment
•Full size double.bed in each bedroom
• Study desk in every bedroom
• All bedrooms prewired to allow for phone, internet access and cable TV
• Cable TV with 38 channels, including HBO and Sunshine Sports Network
• Keyed deadbolt lock on each bedroom door
•Full size washer/dryer, ffiicrowave, garbage disposal, dishwasher, refrigerator with
icemaker, range, mini blinds & ceiling fans
•.Smoke detectors, fire alarms, fire extingushers, and sprinkler systems throughout
• Seperate front and back ingress/egress doors and stair tower to each apartment
• Private balconies
~
•Peepholeatentrydoor
·~:·/".
~ •
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DIRECTIONS:
University Blvd. east to Alafaya Trail. Right on
Alafaya Trail. Boardwalk is .8 mile on the left.

=
"Can I send a
thank-you note
by e-mail?"

get all the answers:

uct.eGrad2000.com
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APARTMENT GUIDE
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eases are contracts between a
landlord and a tenant,
'defining the terms by which a
particular apartment or property
is rented and is presented by the
~ landlord to the tenant.
The lease protects both the
landlord and the tenant by stating the
rental price, the number of tenants,
and the time period that the tenant
will reside in the apartment at that
given rent.

THE LEASE IS A BINDING
LEGAL DOCUMENT THAT
SHOULD BE READ CAREFULLY
BEFORE IT IS SIGNED.
· After the lease has been signed, it is
too late to make changes. Sign only if
you agree to each section and are
certain you want the apartment.

BE AWARE
Here are some things to be aware.of to
prevent future problems:
• Be sure you understand the lease or
rental agreement before you sign it.
• Do not sign a lease that is for a
period longer than you actually plan to
stay. You can't count on being able to
sublet for the remainder of the lease.
• Keep a copy of the lease and be sure
it's been signed by the agerit or
landlord.

g_e t a signed ,receipt.

landlord make in the lease.

• Save all receipts, records and
correspondence with your landlord
until you have moved out and received
your security deposit back.

• Check with one of the housing,
tenants, or le~al organizations if you
have any questions concerning your
lease.

One of the most common problems
is failure to recover your deposit, most
commonly because the dispute revolves
around conflicting memories (your's
and your landlord's) as to the condition
of the rental property before you
moved in.
The best protection is a checklist of
the condition of the apartment before
you move in (you might even want to
take photographs and date them). This
should be done for each room and list
any pre,existing conditions. Get this
inventory signed by the landlord before
you move in.
Keep the inventory and/or
photographs with ·your records and
receipts, and a copy of the lease, in a
safe place.

• Make sure you have a copy of the
lease with both your signature and your
landlord's signature on it. The landlord
must return a signed lease to you
within 30 days.

BEFORE SIGNING THE LEASE
• Know your rights as a tenant and the
landlord's responsibilities.
• Know if the cost of utilities (gas,
electricity, etc.) is included in your
monthly rent.
• Make sure that all the provisions of
the lease are legal. Clauses which
prohibit children are illegal.
• Remember you are legally
responsible for the rent quoted in the
lease.

• Make your rent payments and
deposits by check and specify on the
bottom of your ch~ck exactly what it is
for.

• Discuss and negotiate any problem
areas in the lease before you sign it .

.• If you must pay by cash, be sure to

• Initial any changes that you or your

mr+%mW"'Mw·m -.

Step through the door at Jefferson Commons,
,, and discover a whole new place to be yourself.

PLAY.

SURF. -

SING.

~~f0.r~·~.'<';>>.}~ ;~. ;~~·~:c:'.~"t--=~·~,

• Do not make verbal agreements.
Only written agreements are legally
acceptable.
• Do not sign the lease if there are
blank spaces. Cross out all blank spaces
before you sign.
• Do not feel pressured into signing
the lease before you've had time to
read it over slowly and carefully.

• If you sign the lease you will be
considered a·primary tenant and will
be responsible for all costs and
damages.

SUBLETTING

If you are planning on subletting in
the summer, check your lease. In most
cases, the lease will have a provision
for subletting with the landlord's
permission. Be sure to check with your
landlord if you are in doubt.
If the lease does not permit
subletting and you sublet, you could be
sued for breaking the lease. You could
also be evicted, as could the subtenant.
Enter into a sublet arrangement
cautiously. Remember that you are
responsible for the actions of the
subtenant when you are away. Insist on
signing a lease, page All
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• Professional Management Services/24-hour Emergency Maintenance
• Individual Leases
• Lighted Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
• State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility and Tanning Bed
•· Student Clubhouse Gameroom with Billiards, Television and Stereo
• Resort Style Pool Plaza featuring Outdoor Stereo System
• THX@Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Heated Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Beautiful Courtyard Areas
• Covered Parking (Optional)
•Private Bedrooms
• Deluxe Home Furnishings Package
•Fully-Equipped Computer Center with Study Rooms,
. Fax Machine and Copier
• High Speed Internet Access
• Extended Basic Cable Television to Living Room and Bedroom(s)

407-382-4114
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Fully Furnished Rooms
Utilities
. Included
FREE Local Phone
FREE Cable TV
FREE Internet
Monitored Alarms
Full Size Washer/Dryer
Dishwasher
Microwave
"

• Swirnming Pool
• Fitness Center
• Hot Tubs (Knight's 9ourt)
• Computer Labs
• Basketball Courts
• -Tennis Courts
• Sand Volleyball Courts
• Tanning Beds Available
• .Planned Social Events
• Co-Sponsored University Activities
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...... 12440 Golden Knight Circle

With our individual leases,
you are only responsible for
yourself, not your roommates.
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INDIVIDUAL LEASES
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,.. 407.380.5807
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LIVING

EXCEPTIONAL
AFFORDABLE COST

This is the reason
College Park Communities
is #1 in student housing. All
the amenities you can imagine.

2635 CoHege Knight Court ~

407.384.6800 ~

ROOMMATE MATCHING
The freed om to be on
your own but not alone. We'll
help you find the perfect match.

2000
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APARTMENT GUIDE

M

any students cannot afford
studio or one bedroom
apartments. There£ore, you may
be in the situation of looking for
a room in an already established
house or apartment, or looking
for others who would like to join
with you as roommates to find an
apartment.
Living with a roommate can be one
of the most difficult and rewarding
experiences while you're at school. The
following suggestions are offered in the
hope that your experience will be a
positive one.
Even if you will be living with
friends, it would still be helpful to utilize
the suggestions mentioned here. Many
relationships between friends have
suffered due to different lifestyles and
poor communication.
In a situation where you are
responding to an opening in an
established apartment, you may often be
asked to be interviewed by the
roommates living there. Think of this as
a time for you to interview them as well.
Take your time to find the right
situation. It's better to be careful and
thorough than to rush into a decision
and regret it later.

Be honest and open about your
needs, concerns and expectations.

9. Issues around security

1O. Attitudes towards privacy

The fallowing areas are some of the
11. Work schedules, how much others
most common sources of conflict and most
will
be in the apartment, hours entering
important to consider in choosing a
or leaving
roommate. Gather as much information as
you can on each area. Find out the
prospective roommate's feelings and personal 12. Financial stability , it's helpful to be
reasonably sure your roommate will be
style as well as communicating your own:
1. Cleanliness and housework
expectations for the shared space, and
personal style regarding cleanliness

able to pay the rent and bills each
month

Telephone bills for long distance
calls are a common source of conflict.
Some roommates keep a "long distance
2. Smoking habits
log" next to the telephone in which the
3. Dietary concerns , there may be issues date, the number, and the caller's initials
are written. If at all possible, it is
regarding vegetarianism, shared food,
suggested that each roommate establish
joint meals, etc.
_·· her / his own phone service (eventhough
there may be an additional cost).
4. Lifestyle choices , this can cover
There may be furniture or appliances
many areas including alcohol/ drug use,
a roommate would want to bring into a
noise level, music, or sexual orientation
household and keep in a common area.
Find out about this ahead of time to
5. Hobbies and interests
determine if there is space in the
apartment, and what the attitude
6. Pets
towards sharing would be.
7. Attitudes towards visitors and guests
Trust your gut instincts. If it doesn't
feel right to you, there's no reason to
believe things would work out. Your own
8. Study habits
intuition can be the most reliable guide.
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't Go Home.

Feeling Hungry ?... Check Us Out !! !
f)

Happy Hour

2 FOR 1DRAUGHTS
2·7 Weekdays

Ready for the Real World?
REAL ·APARTMENTS!

Pitchers
of Beer
After 5:00pm
Saturdays &

Sundays

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 ~niversily Blvd.• Orlando, fl 32817 •407.282.0505

407-282-7333
-------------------------------~
APPLICATION FEE! :
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Florida Department of Health

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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1 BEDROOM - FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED
Just Minutes from UCF, VCC, Westinghouse,
Orlando Research Park and the East/West Expressway

Auvers Village

c

..

t

*

Barrington Place

c
Brittany at Waterfi

~

c

:>
:>
:>

Cbtham Landing
$585 &up

*

Chickasaw Crossin
*

$530 & up
College Patk Koi

c

*

*
*

2 Swimming Pools
-2 Tennis Courts ·
2 Laundry Facilities
Basketball Court

*

$299.00

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

College Suites ·

c

""

First Month's Rent
Special Ends 4/30/00

College Suites at S ienc

c

*

Colonial Pointe

*

*

*

*

c

*

*

*

c

*

*

*

Call Now!

*

*

$560-$670

Cricket Club

c

407-273-5610·

*

Cypress Club

*

*

~

East Lake

..
*

Fountains at Wate ord

c

*

A Brand New Community Featuring
Orlando's Finest Apartments!

*

The Gatherings

c

*

*

Goldenpointe

c

Ask how to receive your

Heather Glen

Preferred Employer Discounts!

$560-$735
~gh Point Qui)'

$S2o&up , . ..
Jefferson Arbou,

c

-Mission uay. -,
' $725 &: up · *

Oasis Club
$585-$665
Pine Harbour
$569&up

*

*

'*

*

*

"*

('

Polos East
$640 &up

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

River Park
$615-$1040

'*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

River Reach
$580 & up

*

Riverfront

...,.

$480 & up

*

Studios, lxl, 2x2 and
3x3 Apartment Homes

*

*

+

Summer Club
*
Sunclwe of Orlan o E
$530&up *
University Club
$625 & up

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Woodlands
$565-$795

Health Club
Resort Style Pool and Spa
Satellite TV

+Select Units Include:
Tub or Fireplace
+Full Size WID or Hookups
+Guest Suites & Furnished
Corporate Apartments _available
+ Spa

One or two car garages or
carports

I

Wentworth
$495 & up
Windrift
$595 & up

+

+

University Villas
$490&up
Valencia Park
$582-$668

10' & 12' Ceilings

+
+

c

Premier Gated Community

+

ARDEN
VILLA~

*

*

3303 ARDEN VILLAS BLVD.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone: 407-382-1100
Fax:407-382-1120

r
I

*

*

*

j

* I

*

I

~~

ii

UniYenlly
Rd.

*Anion
\111.s

Sii.SO

~

-:•

"'

)
_/

£..r/Westl~""'"Y

Directiof)s: Take the 408 (East,l\Nest
Expressway) and merge left to 417; exit east
on University Blvd. Travel 1/4 mile past Rouse
Rd. and Arden Villas will be on your right.

www.UCFFUTURE.COM

Red Bug Lake Rd.

Atoma Ave.
UNIVERSITY BLVD.
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LAKE UNDERHILL RD.

Re•ne Y11r Place In Thi Prlarltl 11111list1111
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Polos East and Pine Harbour
Luxury Apartment Homes
Affordable Luxury just minutes from UCFI

Time is running o~t and our Priority
Waiting Lists have begunl
The advantages of signing up early:
•
•
•
•
•
•

More of your preferences are available!
Better rates are available!
You'll havethe best address in town!
We can do most of the work for you!
A deal that you cannot refuse!
Piece of mind, your search is over!

Polos East
1700 Woodbury Road
Orlando, Florida 32828
(407) 382-0445

"Total Resident Salisfoc1ion
1hrough Superiot Service"

·Pine Harbour
10600 Bloomfield Drive
Orlando, Florida 32828
(407) 823-7100 .

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments Homes with exclusive features!

r------·-----------··--------------·------·-·---------1

I

: Student Advantage Special! l
I

I

:
$100.oo OFF 1st Months Rent
: ~ Polos East & Pine Harbour A

:

I

i

"'

I

:

This Offer will end soon, so hurry inf \::::::)

l

I
I

I
I

I

I

!, _____________________________________________________
Polos East: 407.382.0445 • Pine Harbour: 407.823.7100 J:

Now you can earn Equity toward the purchase of a home at the rate of20% ofyolir rent each month!
(Now where else can you get a return on your money like that?!)
E Qu I T V
Rent w1th Equity Home Purchase Plan
•:RESIDENTIAL
.
Rent your way to home ownership
t~~n1uu~
*Polos East is located % of a mile past Alafaya Trail off of E. Colonial Drive on Woodbury Road near 408.
*Pine Harbour is located off of E. Colonial Drive to Rouse Road and then a right on Bloomfield Drive.
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:.,~::#;~No Pools;;·~;~it 1C1>n~tiom:dRacqnetballCourt
Cf.

, ::Private;Patios·and. Balcoilies • Fireplaces Available
" One,~ & Three Bedrooms Available
. , r:1-l2.Montll LeasesJi Fitness Center
· 4 0'<@,ft
,1/'%
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Apartment living in a large
metropolitan city such as Orlando,~an ,
create special security issues. By"'
becoming more secur:ity consci<!
following a few preventative st~p
you will improve your chances df ";~'.
remaining safe.

'<

.•... ·.....·.·
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~
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•
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• Do not open your dqor t:d' any '"
unless you know who it is. In the .
of sales people, service people, 01: p&lio.e.'
officers, ask to see identification~ ~ :' ,

~aster

Living
20 x 15

Bedrm .
11x122

1 bedroom, 1 bath
750SQ.FI.

2 bedroom, 2 bath
llOOSQ.FI.

,j

• Keep emergency phone number:
posted near the phones.

Living
13' x 1~

Bednn
11• x l:z9

••

CttftTttftt\ lftnDlnG

• Report any suspicious or obscene,i ~· ·"' .
phone calls to the police.
··~

2550 Alafaya Trail• Orlando, Fl 32826

•

(407) 380-5519
More Than You Expect. And Then ZOM!

University Club
TO\N

an emergency.

•

NHOUSES

NOW LEASING!
Floor Plans

Immediak Openings, , ·-~~". ARSTJ=LooR
Now and~for the Falf
r----__,;,;,;,..,.._ __
Cl RenL}ly
the Roo'~ .; ; :·:·
·.
,,
Q R?onnfiat~ M~tchjng"· ~,·
Q Choice of.Furnished.&} ··.
!«·~. lfnfuniis,ed Rooms
:Cl Utilities '1ncb1lled* ·
··
0 Full size
&
13 ~ Intrusion Alarms ·

tl

• Always lock v0:.lili g,
leave valuables irtil~{~

. w;;;

'

.

-x;-

* :.;,

<.

antf

'.\'r

• When walking. t~.
fr~ut
stay in well . . lighted area&. ·

.

'

•

Wash& n:yei:

•

a·Multi-Channel l)igital :

• Keep your apartment door lock
both when you are out"'and,. ;wh¢' .
are home.
" '

Cable System
Q Ethernet Available

• Avoid traveling alone if possible. Be .
aware, confident, and know where ~ou
are going.
~

j.

l

J

• Trust your instincts. If something
doesn't feel right, your own intuition
can be your most reliable guide.

•

•
*resrtictions apply

1 MILE FROM UCF
Corner of AJafaya Trail & Lokanotosa Trail/Science Drive
visit our t
website a
com
www.uni\fersity-clLJb·

RESERVE YOUR ROOM TODAY!

407-277-4007

•

www.UCFFUTURE.COM

Don't jeopardize your
lifestyle by overlooking

continued from page A4

MirrJ..if-t rf,Part.~t.f-

a written sublease. Be sure the time frame is clear so
that other roommates will not be able to allow the
person subletting your room to take it over
permanently.

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
$200 off September's rent if you apply before .June 15th*

./
../
../.
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../

We have a 2 bedroom 2 bath floor plan perfect.for roommates
Spacious walk-in closets with shelf organizers
Located minutes to most shopping & dinning
Deluxe clubhouse with pool and heated spa
Tennis, Volleyball and Racquetball courts
Washer/dryer included in every apartment
Flexible short term leases available*
Large screened in porches
Planned social activities
Five unique floor plans
We accept large pets*
Relaxing atmosphere
Outside storage

Call (407) 658-0973 Today
DIRECTIONS: Approx. one-mile south
9fRoute 50 (Colonial Dr.) on
Chickasaw Trail

TENANT-AT-WILL
Leases are usually for one year. Apartments
without leases or with 30--day move out clauses are
called "Tenancy--at--Will" .
This agreement provides for a tenant to rent the
premises for an unspecified amount of time. Tenant-at--will situations should be avoided if you wish to
occupy the apartment for a long period of time .
If you do rent as a tenant--at--will it is strongly
recommenaed that you get this agreement in
writing noting your monthly rental payment and
any other information such as you would have on a
traditional lease.
To terminate a tenancy--at--will, the landlord or
tenant must give at least 30 days advance notice.

WHAT TO ASK

Look for the answers to the following questions in
the lease:
• When is the rent due?
• Is there a penalty for a late payment?
1

• Is there a grace period?

Where UCF

students

want

• What are the terms for refunding deposits?
• Do your roommates have to be approved by the
landlord?

to be!

Other Floorplans Available

• What deposits and fees are required (cleaning,
damage, security fee)?

3 and 4 bedroom apartments
,
.
Fully furnished, including full size washer and dryer
Private bathrooms in every bedroom are available
Individual Leases
Roommate matching service
Onsite volleyball court1 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,
2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more ~
Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities
Beautiful lakeside settings
~{

'

~--~

• Can the rent be increased if the number of
tenants increases?
•What happens when a roommate leaves?
. • Is subletting permitted?

i'I

Located on McCulloch Road
just outside the UCF North Gate!

For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com

• Is there an extra fee for subletting?
• Who has the right of entry to conduct inspections
and how often?
• Will the landlord provide paint?
• Are there rules regarding tack and nail holes?
• Are there any rules concerning conduct or noise?
• Are pets allowed?

. '~

\"'

• \'Vater, Electric & Sewer (no deposit!)\
• Satellite Cable TV Programming
with High Definition Capability

?,;·"'

*'

%.:

BALCONY

• Unlitnited L-0cal TeleJJlione Service
• 24-Hour High-Speed Internet Access
• Full Featured Alar1n System
,,., • Full-Size Washer and Dryer
>;,~;·

BEDROOMD

' 14' O" x 5' 6° '

• "'

I•
• . BATH A

00

I'

mDINING
s·o

x

a·o ..

BATH B •

'

Large· Pool with
Misting Deck • Lap Lanes
Pool Volleyball • Pool Basketball

Heated Whirlpool Spa
Open 24-Hours - Pamper Yourself!

Super Clubhouse with Outdoor Deck
Large-Screen TV's • Game Room
Movie Theater with Su"ound Sound ·

Conference, Siµdy

and

Computer Center

High Speed Internet Access • Copier • Fax Machine

State of the Art Fitness Center

fa*

t . as~s~ ·~

www.fivetwintJaptr.net

• Full Size Beds

•
•
•
•

Dressers with Mi"ors
Night Stands
.
Computer Desks With Chairs
So.fa & Love Seat
• 5-Piece Dining Set
• Coffee & End Tables

'
'

